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Splanchnic metabolism-An alternate metabolic
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Savarkar3
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2
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3
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A
most

s one of the important pillar of

almost constant measuring about four

animal

sector,

percent of total land in India for the same

animal nutrition is a one of the

period after independence. It is clear

important

husbandry

tool

of

a

livestock

indication of lack or failure of planning for

development in India. Although India has

availability of feeds and fodder to animals

made a tremendous progress in cereal

for their normal health and production.

grains production through its most famous

Statistics

green revolution over the period of last

shortage of feeds will depicts the serious

sixty years after independence. The area

challenges before animal nutritionists in

under fodder production for animals is

coming days

regarding

availability

and

Table 1: Projected demand and supply of dry matter (million tones)
(Sharma et al., 2004)
2005

Feeds

2011-12

2020

A

R

D (%)

A

R

D (%)

A

R

D (%)

Dry fodder

365

412

11

382

422

10

417

468

11

Concentrates

34

47

28

36

56

35

44

81

45

Green
fodder

126

193

35

133

199

33

138

213

35

Total

526

652

19

551

676

19

604

762

21

(Where A= Available; R= Required; D= Deficit)
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Approaches to tackle feed deficiency:

growth,

A) Improve net feed availability:

physical activities of animals (Reynolds,

Ever

increasing

population

creates

lactation,

reproduction,

and

1993).

competition of humans and animals for

Tissues of Splanchnic Metabolism:

food, shrinking of land resources along

1. Liver

with shortage of water as water tables are

2. Portal Drained Viscera (PDV)

either showing increase in depth or

3. Gastrointestinal tract

vanishing at very brisk rate have imposed

4. Pancreas

some limitations to increase the net feed

5. Spleen

availability.

6. Associated omental & mesenteric fat

B) Improve its utilization :

Why splanchnic metabolism ?
 Splanchnic metabolism plays major

1. Outside animal body:
The lot of work has been carried out to

role in improving overall efficiency of

improve the unconventional feed stuffs

animal production as,

with some promising results over the years

 The portal-drained viscera and the

but its field application has been proven to

liver metabolism have a profound

be limited.

impact on the availability of nutrients

2. Inside animal body:

and energy to the peripheral tissues,

So to carry over this work one of the

which is influenced by several factors,

newest aspect of animal nutrition is

such as level of feed intake and diet

Splanchnic metabolism.

composition.
 PDV and liver making up only 8 to

What is Splanchnic Metabolism?
Metabolism Metabolism consists of both

14% of an animal’s live BW but

Anabolism and Catabolism.Anabolism is

responsible for 45 to 50% of total

synthesis of complex substances from

body O2 consumption

simple one while catabolism is synthesis

 The ruminant gastrointestinal tract as a

of simple substances from complex ones.

whole is responsible for 40% of the

Splanchnic

whole body ATP use.

Metabolism

represents

an

interface between diet and the animal, and

 splanchnic tissues are considered to

it acts as the main site of regulation of

contribute between 30and 50% of

nutrients that are used for maintenance,

protein turnover in cattle, they will
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exert a major influence on both net

reticulorumen affects energy use by the

and gross movements of amino acids

gut.

within the animal.

2. Ammonia absorption

 Additionally, a simulation of protein

Increases

hepatic

energy

use

in

turnover in growing lambs predicts that

ureagenesis, (Lobley et al., 1996).

19% of total body ATP expenditure is

B) Physical properties of digesta

due to protein turnover and that 25 to

Tropical grass fragments has protruding

27% is due to gastrointestinal tract

and jagged edges.“scratch factor” effect,

protein turnover.

relevant to stimulation of rumination, seem

Approaches of Splanchnic Metabolism:

most likely via alterations of protein

To improve overall efficiency of animal

synthesis

production, approaches are

between eating time and PDV heat

1. Improve

the

efficiency

of

or

turnover.

Relationship

production encompasses muscular actions

energy

utilization by splanchnic organs

by

for gut contractions and metabolism.

relating

of

C) Feed Intake

practical

differences
characteristics

consequences

diets

and

in

splanchnic

animal

As feed intake increases up to an ad

heat

libitum level, whole-body EFF decreases
along

production

with

efficiency

of

splanchnic

metabolism.

2. Reduce the unnecessary losses or leak
of nutrients by splanchnic tissues so as

It has been noted increases in PDV and

to reduce the gap between nutrients

liver energy use of 0.22 and 0.16 Mcal per

absorbed at intestinal level and exact

Mcal of increased ME intake, respectively.

amount available to peripheral organs

Seal and Reynolds (1993) different levels

for different productive purposes.

of restricted feed intake and observed an

Factors affecting splanchnic energy use:

increase in PDV energy use of .11 Mcal

A) Chemical properties of digesta

per Mcal of ME intake.

1. VFA`S-

D) Temperature

Stimulate epithelial cell division in the

The greater differences in digestible OM

rumen,presumably with greater effects of

intake between a mature tropical grass and

butyrate the ratio of Na+ to VFA in the

a late vegetative temperate grass hay
occurred in summer than in the fall
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1) High splanchnic heat production

muscle and nervous tissue for standing,

relative to absorbed energy for the tropical

movement, maintaining an alert nature,

grass and

and mastication (Osuji et al., 1975).

2) Increased energy use in respiration to

Measurement of splanchnic mechanism

dissipate summer heat.

With the exception of long-chain fatty

E) Supply of Limiting Amino Acids

acids

Improves growth, feed intake, and (or)

multicatheterization procedures.

efficiency of feed usage. Such changes

1. Sampling of arterial and appropriate

presumably

venous blood draining the liver and

entail

direct

effects

on

absorbed

into

lymph,

using

peripheral tissue metabolism. With a

PDV

limiting tissue supply of one or more

Simultaneous

essential amino acid, excess amino acids

nutrient removal or release- product of

are largely used for energy, accompanying

blood flow and venous-arterial difference.

high use of energy for urea synthesis and

2. Dual isotope method (MacRae et al.,

release from the liver.

The proportion of the whole body that is

of

number of metabolites IS a very tedious

the gut peaks near or somewhat earlier

process. Based on the 1H NMR profile of

than at typical times of weaning and

plasma - potential for investigation of

thereafter declines slowly; a similar pattern

splanchnic metabolism is usaly done.

occurs for the liver, although the rate of

Enhancement

decline is slower than that for the gut.

spectral

resolution

strength. Studies aiming at making the

production or growth potential generally
maintenance

in

associated with a higher magnetic field

Breeds or biological types with high milk

technique quantitative are needed.

energy

4. Prediction equations

requirements.

Regression equations used frequently are,

G) Managemental

PDV

Fresh vs dried grass, which was associated

energy

energy use,

Mcal/d

=

-.0194

+(.1207·DEI, Mcal/d) + (1.1173·fecal

with a longer time of ingestion (i.e., 75%
greater).Increase

rates

3. An NMR-based metabolomics
approach:
Identification & quantification of a large

1. Stage of Maturity

greater

Net

1996)

F) Animal Characteristics

have

sampling

NDF excretion, kg/d) - (.2860·DEI·fecal

requirement

NDF excretion) and Hepatic energy use,
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Mcal/d = .0014 + (.0266·DEI, Mcal/d) +

Animals to Enhance and Protect the

(.3325·PDV

Environment. Pp 73−90. CRC Press,

energy

use,

Mcal/d)

+

(.0745·urea N hepatic net flux, mol/d) +

Boca Raton, FL.

(.0016·BW, kg).

3. Osuji, P.O., Gordon, G.J., Webster,

Conclusion

A.J.F. (1975). Energy exchanges

An increased understanding of dietary

associated

influences on efficiency of splanchnic

rumination in sheep given grass diet

tissue metabolism improve the matching of

of different physical forms, British

dietary and animal characteristics in order

journal of nutrition 34: 59-71.

with

eating

and

to maximize splanchnic efficiency of

4. Reynolds, C.K., Lapieree, H., Tyrell,

energy use and to achieve the most

H.F., Elasser, T.H., Gaudreau, P.,

efficient feed utilization and ruminant

Brazeau, P. (1993). Intake and

production systems. But further research is

growth hormone releasing factor

essential for better understanding of

(GRF) affect visceral metabolism of

splanchnic metabolism under different

VFA

feeding reigm for different categories of

Jouranal of Dairy science 76(1):

animals.

282.

in

growing

beef

heifers.

5. Sharma, K., Narayan Dutta and
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W

seek alternative supplements to improve the

hy supplement with Urea
Molasses Blocks?
Sheep and goat diets in India are

nutrition and thus the productivity of small
ruminants.

based on fibrous feeds like mature grass and

Constituents of UMB (for 10 kg mixture):

crop residues. These feeds are deficient in

Sl.
No.
1

protein, minerals and vitamins and are poorly
digestible.Both these characteristics keep

Molasses

Percentage
%
39

Amount
(kg)
3.9

Ingredients

low.

2

Wheat bran

20

2.0

Supplementation with Urea Molasses Blocks

3

Rice polish

20

2.0

(UMB) can increase digestibility of fibrous

4

Urea

10

1.0

feeds by up to 20%, increase the nutrients the

5

Lime

06

.0.6

animal receives and can increase feed intake

6

Salt

05

0.5

Total

100

10

intake

and

productivity

by 25 to 30%. If another good quality
protein source such as cottonseed cake is

Molasses is used to induce animals to eat the

added to the block, the animal will grow
faster.

Animals

feedstuffs

such

also
as

benefit
vitamins,

if

block due to its sweet taste.

other

Molasses

provides energy and some other nutrients

minerals,

and minerals like sulphur. The block should

medicines, etc. are added to the block.

not contain more than 40 to 50% molasses or

Blocks are a convenient way to make and

it will break too easily and take too long to

store molasses and urea and also feed to

dry. Urea known to farmers as fertilizer for

animals. They can easily be made and used

crop production is used to make the blocks.

in villages. A person may make and sell

It is advisable that the amount of urea be

blocks to farmers as a source of income. The

limited to 10% to avoid poisoning. Urea is

high cost of conventional concentrate feeds

essential in improving digestibility and

prohibits their wide-scale use, especially by

providing protein. Cereal bran is the most

small farmers. Therefore, it is necessary to

common fibrous feed used.

54
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provides protein and helps hold the block

2. 500g common salt and 1 kg of urea is

together. Salt in the range of 5 to 10% is

added and admixture well manually.

added to the blocks to supply minerals and to

3. This mixture is kept for one night or at

control the rate of consumption. Calcium

least 12 hours.

carbonate and dicalcium phosphate can be

4. After 12 hours, the mixture in the bowl is

added to provide additional calcium and

again mixed well by hand.

phosphorus.Cement is used to make the

5. Then wheat bran, rice polish, and lime,

block

is

which were previously kept into separate

sufficient. Higher levels make the blocks too

bowls, are added with this mixture and also

hard.

About

10

to

15%

mixed well.
6. Now, this mixture is placed in a 9″ long,
5″ wide and 5″ height wooden forma or dise,
and then pressure is applied by wooden
cover to give it block shape, block so
prepared usually weighs 2.5 kg.
7. The block is now displaced from the dise
and kept for 15 hours for hardening and
ready for animal consumption.
8. Besides, the above procedures, the
mixture can be pressed in the bowl that
results the

bowl shaped block. This bowl

shaped block with bowl can be supplied in
front of an

animal and offer gradually.

hard. Cement also provides calcium. Clay
such as that used in brick making can be
mixed with cement to improve block
hardness and reduce drying time. It can
reduce cost of the block.

Wooden dise for placing mixture

Procedure for making 10 kg. UMB in
rural level at least cost:

Characteristics of good urea molasses

1. At first 3.9kg molasses is weighed and put

A block is considered to be good when it

in a large bowl.

fulfills the following criteria:

blocks
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Ingredients
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–

Ingale and Dhage

distributed

Block hardness will affect its rate of

throughout the block

intake. If too soft, it is consumed too rapidly



It does not have lumps of urea and lime

and there is the risk of toxicity. If too hard,



It is hard enough not to be squashed

intake may be too little. Urea at high levels

between our fingers and should be

is unpalatable. High levels of urea in Urea

resistant enough not to break when a

Molasses Blocks may reduce intake of the

person steps on it.

block as well as of straw due to the bitter

Our hands should feel the sticky molasses

taste.

when we hold the block. The amount of

High levels or imbalances in minerals may

molasses needs to be increased the next time

result in excessive consumption in a short

we make a block if it doesn’t feel sticky.

time

Feeding and Intake of Urea Molasses

Precautions should be taken to avoid this

Blocks

problem of over-consumption in drought

Blocks should be fed as a lick so that only

prone areas particularly towards the end of

the top surface is accessible to the animals.

the dry season when feed is scarce.

This prevents animals from pushing the

Precautions while supplementing Urea

blocks around, breaking them up and

Molasses Blocks

consuming large chunks that could cause

It is essential to note the following while

urea toxicity.

supplementing urea Molasses blocks.


Blocks should be introduced to animals
slowly and should be fed after animals have

also

leading

to

urea

poisoning.

Feed to ruminants only (sheep, goats,
cattle, camels).



consumed adequate forage. This prevents
animals from consuming too much at any

Do not feed to monogastrics, i.e., horses,
donkeys, or pigs.



one time. Urea Molasses Blocks should
never form the main diet. They are meant

Do not feed to young ruminants less than
six months of age (kids, lambs).



to be a supplement to a basal diet of forage.
It is advisable to give access to sheep and

Blocks should be used as a supplement
and not as the basic ration.



goats for one hour during the first week of
adaptation, two hours during the second

A minimum of coarse forage in the
rumen is essential.



week and free access after the third week.

Never give blocks to an emaciated

Some animals may need to be forced to be

animal with an empty stomach. There is

accustomed

the risk of poisoning due to excessive

to

UMB

consumption

by

preventing access to lush feed other than dry

consumption.

roughage during the period of adaptation.
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The amount of blocks fed to sheep and
goats

should

be

limited

to

100

grams/day;


The blocks should never be supplied in
ground form or dissolved in water as this
can result in over consumption



Supply sufficient amount of water

Summary
Urea Molasses Blocks can be an important
source of supplement nutrition for sheep and
goats to increase intake and increase
productivity. They can be made from locally
available materials with the main ingredients
being molasses, urea, salt, cement, and wheat
bran. Other ingredients such as minerals and
vitamins can be added. Blocks must be
mixed well to prevent the potential of urea
poisoning. Feed blocks only to ruminant
animals (sheep, goats, cattle). Feed forage
before the animal is supplied with the
block.

Blocks should

be used as

a

supplement and not as the base ration.

V. S. Ingle
(Ph.D Scholar, Section of
Livestock Production
Management,
NDRI Karnal-132001)
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Livestock Genetic Resources of Gujarat
Ahlawat A. R., Dongre V. B., Odedra M. D., Padodara R.M., Javia B.B., Ghodasara
S.N., Savaliya K.B. and Gajbhiye P. U.
College of Veterinary Science & Animal Husbandry, Junagadh Agricultural University,
Junagadh-362001

he Indian subcontinent is amongst

unique genes or combination of genes, which

the 12 mega biodiversity resource

are responsible for disease resistance,stress

centers

where

resisitance, quality animal products, feed

domestication of flora and fauna took place in

efficiency. Gujarat is one of the most

the antiquity.

The livestock sector with its

important state harboring diversity of 18

huge Animal Genetic resource (AnGR) base

domestic animal breeds, some of which are on

has emerged as the fastest growing sector,

the world map of very important breeds

contributing substantially in the GDP as well

having well differentiated characters that

as in the food security of the country. In

enriched global biodiversity. Gujarat

domesticated livestock and birds, a large

valuable genetic recourses of Cattle (Gir,

number of breeds/types of cattle, buffaloes,

Kankrej

sheep, goats, pigs, horses, camels, mithuns,

Jaffrabadi,

yaks, dogs, cats, poultry, ducks, geese,

(Patanwadi, Marwadi), Goat (Kachchhi, Surti,

turkeys, guinea fowls and pheasants have

Zalawadi, Mehsani & Gohilwadi), Horses

evolved over time through natural selection

(Kathiawari & Marwari) & Camel (Kachchhi)

and some human effort. According the

as well as Poultry too. With the recognition of

livestock census, 2007 the country had 530

Banni breed by National Bureau of Animal

million livestock population and 649 million

Genetic Resources (NBAGR), buffalo genetic

poultry population. India has total 144

resources were strengthened to four major

registered farm animal breeds comprising 37

buffalo breeds out of total thirteen recognized

breeds of cattle, 13 breeds of buffaloes, 39

breeds of India.

T

in

the

world

breeds of sheep, 23 breeds of goats, 8 breeds

&

Dangi),
Surti

Buffalo

and

Banni),

has

(Mehsani
Sheep

Buffalo Breeds of Gujarat

of camel, 6 of horses, one of donkey, 2 of pig
Jaffrabadi (Synonyms: Bhavnagri, Gir or

and 15 of poultry. The native AnGR possess

Jaffari.)
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Breeding tract: The breed is named after the

then turn up at the tips. The horns usually

town of Jaffrabad. The main native tract of

emerge out by compressing the head, go

Jaffrabadi buffalo is Saurashtra region of

downward sideways, upward and finally

Gujarat especially areas in and around Gir

forming a ring like structure. Head is big and

forest viz., Junagarh, Bhavanagar, Jamnagar,

massive. The bone of forehead is wide and

Porbandar, Amreli and Rajkot districts.

covers the eyes partially to give characteristic

Morphological characters: The usual colour

“Sleepy Eyes” appearance, especially in adult

of the animals is black but few animals having

males.

grey colour or white spots on forehand, feet
and tail switch are also seen. The horns are
inclined to droop on each side of the neck and

Adult Female

Adult Male

Characteristic:

Morphological characters: The Surti buffalo

Average lactation milk yield is 2150-2340 Kg.

is medium in body size as compared to heavy

Average fat percentage ranges from 7-9 but

breeds, consumes less feed, thrives well both

some animal may yield as high 12-14. They

on limited and without green, and produce

yield appreciable quantity of milk, with an

milk with higher fat and SNF content. It is

exceptionally high butter fat content.

maintained easily by landless, small and

Surti

marginal farmers. These animals are preferred

The home tract of Surti buffaloes is Anand,

by city milk producers, due to its body size

Nadiad, Kaira and Baroda district.

and regularity in calving. Coat colour of Surti

Economically

Important

buffaloes varies from rusty brown to silver

59
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grey. Horns are flat, of medium length, sickle

form a hook.

White markings is found

shaped and are directed downward and

on forehead, legs and switch of tail and these

backward, and then turn upward at the tip to

characteristics are preferred by farmers.

Adult Male

Adult Female

Characteristic:

coiling of the horn. The body coat colour

The average lactation yield is 1500-1700 kg.

is black (90%) and copper (10%), whereas

Average fat percentage ranges from 7.85 to

muzzle and eyelids are either black or brown.

8.10.

Horns orientation is vertical, inverted double

Banni

coiling in 31% and vertical, inverted single

The native breeding track is Banni area of

coiling in 68.80% animals. The body size is

Kachchh.

Medium to large, compact and generally

Morphological characters: The animals are

covered with hairs. Dewlap is absent and

heavy in size with typical double and vertical

naval flap is medium.

Economically

Important

60
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Adult female

Adult Male

Characteristic:

Morphological characters: The body color

Average lactation milk yield is 2857.21 kg.

is mostly black, a few animals are black brown

The Average Fat% is 6.65. In Banni area,

or brown. Horns are generally sickle shaped

buffaloes are maintained under extensive

with the curve more upward. They are

production system and grazed in Banni

generally bent downward and then take a

grassland during night.

curve like the horns of a ram. The Average

Mehsana (Synonyms: Mehsani or Mehsana)

body weight in Males and Females is 484 Kg

Breeding tract: In and around Mehsana,

and 565 Kg respectively .Eyes are very

Banaskantha and Sabarkantha districts of the

prominent, black and bright bulging from their

northern part of Gujarat.

sockets with folds of skin on upper lids.

Economically

Important

Adult Male

Adult female
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Economically Important Characteristics:

of red and white to almost black and white or

Milk Production/lactation ranges from 1800-

entire red. Horns are peculiarly curved.

2000 Kg. Average fat ranges from 7-7.5%.

Starting at the base of the crown they take a
downward and backward curve and again

Cattle breeds of Gujarat

incline a little upward and forward taking a
Gir (Synonym: Sorathi)

spiral inward sweep, Finally ending in a fine

Breeding Tract: Area around forests of Gir

taper- thus giving a half moon appearance.

including Junagadh, Bhavnagar, Rajkot and

The average body weight is 500-540 Kg in

Amreli districts of Gujarat. As per the

males and 300-350 Kg in females. The long

livestock census, 2007 the total estimated

and pendulous ears folded like a leaf. Ears

population in the state was 21.3 lakhs.

hang all the time and their inside face forward.

Morphological characters
Three strains of Gir cattle can be found, the
coat colour of Gir animals varies from shades

Adult Male

Adult female

Economically Important Characteristics:

is docile in nature.It is one of the three best

The age at first calving is 38 -55 months. The

milch breeds of India. It is a hardy animal and

calving interval is 14.47-19.73 months with

can

average of 16.97 months. The milk production

environment. Gir is a world-renowned breed

per lactation is 2000-2200 Kg. The milk fat

known for its tolerance to stress conditions.

percentage is 4-5 %. Gir cows are good milk

Kankrej (Synonym: Vadiyari)

producers. Bullocks can drag heavy loads on

Breeding tract: It takes its name from the

all kinds of soils, be it sandy, black or rocky. It

name of Kankrej taluka in North Gujarat. The
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breeding tract is southern part of Rann of

fashion. They are curved with skin to a longer

Kachchh,

Kankrej

distance as compared to other breeds. The

Taluka, Tharparker district (now in Pakistan)

average weight is 550-570 Kg in males and

to Ahmedabad and from Disa to Radhanpur.

330-370 Kgin females. The gait of the Kankrej

As per the livestock census, 2007 the total

is peculiar to the breed; the action is smooth,

estimated population in the state was 38.84

there is hardly any movement of the body, the

lakhs

head is held noticeably high, the stride is long

Morphological Characters

and even and the hind hoof is placed well

The colour ranges from silver-grey to iron

ahead of the impression of fore hoof. This gait

grey or steel grey. The horns are strong and

is called 1¼ paces (“Sawaichal”) by the

curved outward and upward in a lyre shaped

breeders

Banaskantha

District,

Adult Female

Adult male

Economically Important Characteristics:

This breed is well known for their excellent

The age at first calving is 53.2 months. The

working qualities in heavy rain and in rice

calving interval is 13.3-21.02 Months with

fields and also on the hilly tracks.

avg. of 16.12 months. The milk production per

Breeding tract: Their breeding tract lies in

lactation is1700-1900 Kg. The milk fat

Dang district of Gujarat and Ahmednagar and

percentage is 4.7-5%. It is one of the best dual

Nasik Districts of Maharashtra. As per the

purpose breed of India. It is known for

livestock census, 2007 the total estimated

producing bullocks which are speedy &

population in the state was 3.03 lakhs

sturdy.

Morphological Characters

Dangi (Synonym: Kanadi, Dangi)
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The coat is with red or black spots distributed

large pendulous and open ears are the

unevenly over the body.Animals with inward

important characters. It is the heaviest breed of

and also with downward pointing horn tips are

cattle. The average weight is 310-330 Kg in

also available in sizable numbers. Forehead is

males and 220-250 Kg in females.

slightly protruding.Strong lyre shaped horns;

Adult male

Adult female

Economically Important Characteristics:

an oily secretion which protects from heavy

The age at first parturition is 46 -56 months

rain.

with avg. of 53 months. The parturition

Sheep Breeds of Gujarat

interval is 17-21 months .The milk production
Marwari

per lactation is 430- 600 Kg. The milk fat

Breeding tract: Jodhpur, Jalore, Nagaur, Pali

percentage is 3.8-4.5 % with avg. of 4.3 %

and Barmer districts extending up Jeoria

(NBAGR, 2008). Dangi cattle are extensively

region of Gujarat.

used for ploughing and other field operations,

Morphological characters

and also for carting timber from hilly forest

The animals are medium size with black face,

area. The breed is well known for its excellent

the colour extending to the lower part of neck.

working qualities in heavy rainfall areas, rice

Ears are extremely small and tubular. Both

fields and hilly tracts.The animals are adapted

sexes are polled. Tail is short to medium and

to heavy rainfall conditions. The skin exudes

thin. The fleece is white and not very dense.
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Adult male

Adult female

Economically Important Characteristics:

Patanwadi

The overall least square means for 1st six

Vadhiyari and Charotari)

monthly, adult six monthly and adult annual

Morphological characters

were

1260.50g,

The animals, in general, are medium to large

respectively and least square means of birth, 3,

with relatively long legs. They have typical

6, 9 and 12 month’s weight of lambs were

Roman nose with brown face which may be

3.05, 14.74, 19.33, 22.85 and 25.90 kg,

tan in a few cases. Ears are medium to large,

respectively under farm conditions. Average

tubular with a hairy tuft. The tail is thin and

fibre diameter, medullation and staple length

short. Both sexes are polled.

607.16,

631.25

and

(Synonym:

desi,

Kutchi,

were 31.9µ, 50.8 % and 5.35cm respectively.

Adult Female

Adult Male

Economically Important Characteristics:

monthly and adult annual GFY were 566 and

The overall least square means for 1st six

1063g respectively and least square means of
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birth, 3, 6, 9 and 12 month’s weight of lambs

Breeding

were 3.23, 14.26, 17.67, 20.76 and 24.22 kg,

Panchmahal.

respectively under farm conditions. Average

Morphological characters:

fibre diameter and medullation were 29.11µ

Body colour is Whit. The horns are small and

and 38.41 % respectively.

going backward. They have medium sized

tract:

Surat,

Vadodara

&

ears- and well developed udder. The average

Goat Breeds of Gujarat

body weight of adult male and female goats is
Surti

30 kg and 32 kg respectively.

Adult male

Adult female

Economically Important Characteristics:

Morphological characters

Average Milk yield is 2.5 Kg. The breed is

Medium to large sized (70–85 cm withers

unable to walk long distances and is stall feed.

height) and dual purpose goats. The coat

They are most economic to rear as they can

colour of these goats is black head is long (16–

live on leaves or on food waste thus brings

22 cm) with relatively bulged forehead and

higher feed efficiency ratio.

convex face profile. Horns move backward

Gohilwadi

laterally, twisted and medium in length Ears

Breeding tract:

Bhavnagar, Amreli &

are pendulous, folded, medium in length and

Junagadh.

black in colour Tubular ears
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Adult male

Adult Female

Economically Important Characteristics:

Morphological characters

Average Milk yield is 1.7 Kg.

The Body is black with few white spots. The

Kachchhi

animals have long and coarse hair coat, and

Breeding tract: Kachchh

long and broad ears.

Adult female

Adult male

Economically Important Characteristics:

The animals of this breed have Black body

The Average milk yield is 1.8 Kg

with long and course hair, Long and wide leaf

Zhalawadi

like ears, Well developed udder with large

Breeding tract: Surendranagar & Rajkot.

conical teats.

Morphological characters:
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Adult female

Adult male

Economically Important Characteristics:

hair coat, Black body with white spots at the

Average milk yield is 2.0 Kg

base of ear,Spirally curved horns going

Mehsani

upward and backward, Well developed udder

Breeding tract: Mehsana, Ahmedabad &

with large conical teats.

Banaskantha.
Morphological

characters:

The

main

physical characters include Long and shaggy

Adult male

Adult female

Economically Important Characteristics:

Kathiawari

The Average milk yield 1.32 kg

Breeding

tract:

Rajkot, Bhavnagar,

Surendranagar, Junagadh and Amreli districts.

Equine Breeds of Gujarat
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Adult male

Morphological

characters:

Adult female

The

most

to 158 cm respectively. The body lengths are

prominent body colour in Kathiawari horses is

153 and 150 cm varying in male and female

chestnut followed by bay (body chestnut,

animals respectively. The average ear length is

Foreleg up to knee and fetlock are black,

15 cm. The average face length and width are

Keshwali black, Hairs of tail and neck are

53 and 21 cm, respectively. They are more

black), grey (complete white colour) and dun

resistant to the heat than breeds developed in

(light chestnut). Horses are concave profile,

colder climates. The Kathiawari also performs

long neck, short leg and squared quarters. Face

a swift, lateral pace, called the revaal. They

is dry and short, triangular from pale to

are known as high-spirited, intelligent and

forehead and small muzzle, big nostrils, edge

affectionate horses.

of nostril is thin; small, fine and curved

Marwari

upright ears on 90 degrees axis that can rotate

The Marwari or Malani horses are distributed

at 180 degrees, broad forehead and large

in Banaskantha and Mehsana districts. Mirasi

expressive sensitive eyes. Tail is long, not

community patronized by Rathors and Rajput

bushy, curved well and touching to the

farmers

ground, foot round and broad. The height at

responsible for the development of this breed.

withers of male and female horses are 150 and

They are mainly used for riding, sports and

148 cm varying from 146 to 159 and from 139

safari.
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Adult male

Morphological

characters:

Adult female

The

most

153 cm in male and female animals varying

prevalent body colours are: dark brown, bay,

from 144 to 171 and from 138 to 169 cm,

dark bay, chestnut, dun, grey, flea-bitten grey,

respectively. The cannon bones are strong,

skewbald and piebald. The head is overall

both front and rear show a perpendicular

refined, long with a soft muzzle. The average

position and appear quite broad when viewed

face length is 63 cm and the average face

from the side.

width is 19 cm. The forehead is flat, broad and

Camel Breeds of Gujarat

well set between the eyes. The ears are soft

Kachchhi

and medium in length. In general, the length

Breeding tract: The Kachchhi breed inhabits

and width of the ears are higher in stallions as

the ran of Kachchh. The major breeding tract

compared to that in mares. The ears are curved

encompasses the Kachchh and Bansakantha

inward at the tips which are often touching,

districts of Gujarat.

and can rotate 180o around vertical axis. The
eyes are large, round, set widely apart
reflecting intelligence and a placid disposition.
The nasal bone is flat and long. The nostrils
are spacious, rounded with an outward flare.
The mean heights at wither of male and
female Marwari horses are 156.31 (range 145-

Adult Camel

169) and 153 cm (range 142-164 cm),
respectively. The body lengths are 154 and
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Morphological Characters: Brown to dark

Breeding tract: The name of the breed is

brown in colour with absence of hair on

derived from the area ‘Ankleshwar’ of

eyelids and ears. The body hairs are coarse.

Bharuch district of Gujarat. The breeding area

Head is of medium size without distinct

is also extended to Jumbusar, Zagadia,

“stop”. Body size is medium. Camels of this

Bharuch, Hansot and Valia of Bharuch and

breed are heavy and dull in appearance. They

Dediapada, Rajpipla, Tilakwada and Nadod of

are stouter and little shorter. They have strong

Narmada district of Gujarat. These poultry

hindquarters, heavy legs, hard and thick foot

birds are being kept mainly by tribes under

pads and are well adapted to the humid

backyard poultry farming as a livelihood

climate and marshy land of Kachchh. In some

source of income. The estimated population of

animals the lower lip is droopy due to which

this

the teeth are visible from a distance. The udder

5,000(GAU Report, 2003).

poultry

breed

is

approximately

is well developed and mostly round in shape.
Poultry breed of Gujarat
Ankleshwar

Adult female

Morphological

main

females is approx. 1.8 & 1.58 kg, respectively.

morphological characters are small body,

Body colour ranges from the combination of

single

Egg

white and light grey to brown and golden.

production is 81 eggs per year with an average

Golden yellow is predominant in cocks and

egg weight of 34g. Body weight in male and

black golden is in hens. T

comb,

characters:

Adult male

hardy,

poor

The

layer.
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Indian wild ass (Synonym: khur)
Breeding tract: Little Rann of Kutch and
Lakhtar area of Surendranagar district of
Gujarat

Adult Ass

Morphological Characters: The coat is
usually sandy, but varies from reddish grey,
fawn, to pale chestnut. The animal possesses
an erect, dark mane which runs from the back
of the head and along the neck. The mane is
then followed by a dark brown stripe running
along the back, to the root of the tail.
Reference
National Bureau of Animal Genetic Resources
(2008). www.nbagr.res.in
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T

output is produced in developing countries

he world’s population will exceed 8

and significantly in low-income food-deficit

billion people by 2025 and most of
in

countries. As defined by the united food

developing country cities: urban population is

nations Food and Agriculture Organization

expected to rise from 1 billion in 1985 to 4

(FAO), Aquaculture is the "farming of aquatic

billion by 2025 and the world food supplies

organisms

including

will have to keep pace with the growing

crustaceans

and

demand from the ever-increasing human

stagnating yields from many capture fisheries

population. In addition to population growth,

and increasing demand for fish and fishery

income growth also increases the demand for

products, expectations for aquaculture to

food. Even with modest income growth in

increase its contribution to the world's

developing countries, the demand for food in

production of aquatic food are very high, and

2025 will be almost double to the current

there is also hope that aquaculture will

levels of production. Further, urbanization, in

continue to strengthen its role in contributing

conjunction with income growth, will cause

to food security and poverty alleviation in

the character of diets to shift away from roots,

many developing countries. World food fish

tubers, and lower quality staple grains to

production of aquaculture has expanded by

higher quality cereals, such as rice and wheat,

almost 12 times, at an average annual rate of

animal products, and vegetables (McCalla,

8.8 percent. Global aquaculture production

1994).

has continued to grow, albeit more slowly

the

increase

will

occur

fish,

aquatic

molluscs,

plants.

With

Aquaculture is currently one of the

than in the 1980s and 1990s. World

fastest growing food production systems in

aquaculture production attained another all-

the world. Most of the global aquaculture

time high in 2010, at 60 million tonnes
(excluding aquatic plants
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products), with an estimated total value of

with very distinct resource use patterns

US$119 billion (FAO 2012).

involved, offering a wide range of options for

Diversification is presented as an
option

for

achieving

development.

that

diversification of avenues for enhanced food

sustainable

Diversification leads

to

production and income generation in many

a

rural and peri-urban areas.

feasible economy, for not only would it

Aquaculture and diversification

depend on only a few sectors (or in the case of

Aquaculture is defined as culture of aquatic

aquaculture, a few products or production

organism in controlled and semi-control

systems), but would lead to the creation of

condition.

jobs in different sectors and the demand for

development

different professions and a feasible ecological

the

of natural resources. Due to the foregoing,

future
a

more

broadly,

However,

it

is

also

recognized

attainment

and

continued

generations.

The

processes

undertaking
is

essential

of
to

guaranteeing the sustainability of production
systems. The most important technical aspects

We need to start building the more efficient
tomorrow

and

technical terms to enable it to contribute to

productivity and environmental efficiency.

of

technological

must be properly organized and planned in

of natural resources, both in terms of farm

systems

of

rates. A production diversification process

agriculture) must become a more efficient use

farming

and

maintain high aquaculture production growth

essentially it means learning to do more with
(and

the

diversification

sustainable manner is a massive challenge,

Aquaculture

management

satisfaction of human needs for present and

development.

less.

orientation

ensure

achieving aquaculture based on sustainable

in

the

institutional change in such a manner as to

diversification plays an important role for

aquaculture

is

conservation of the natural resource base and

system, thereby preventing the excessive use

Intensifying

According to FAO “Sustainable

are the correct selection of species to be

today.

cultivated, based on local environmental

that

characteristics, the market and the main risk

aquaculture encompasses a very wide range of

factors. Producing in accordance with market

different aquatic farming practices with regard

demands can assure adequate marketing

to species (including seaweeds, molluscs,

prices and reduce the risks in this link of the

crustaceans, fish and other aquatic species

production chain.

groups), environments and systems utilized,
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the

with a view to analyzing the following

adaptation of the cultivated species to the

aspects:

environment

• Diversification of sites

and

market

facilitates

the

production and marketing process, requires

• Diversification of the cultivated species

less investment and effort in selling the

• Diversification of cultivation density

products and reduces risks for farmers. With

• Diversification of production systems

respect to environmental behaviour, the

• Diversification in the size of the facilities

adaptation of the cultivated species to the

• Diversification of the production cycle

environmental characteristics will tend to

•

increase efficiency in using the available

aquaculture nutrition

resources and reduce the risks of deterioration

• Diversification of products

stemming

• Diversification of markets

from

contamination

over-exploitation

generated

through

and
the

production

must

in

aquaculture

of

As shown in figure 1, the mid-point of the
three basic pillars of sustainability, although it

cultivating hydro-biological resources which,

is not always the mean, given that, to avoid

in technical terms, are easy to implement and

compromising future generations, what is

handle, creating new investment alternatives

feasible may not be equal in scope as what is

in both the industrial and traditional fishing

fair or supportable. The ultimate objective of

sectors. The diversification of aquaculture will

sustainable development is none other than to

serve to strengthen and consolidate the growth

define projects that are feasible in economic

of industry, through the incorporation of

terms, which, in turn, can be supported by the

technologies that will permit the cultivation of

environment

resources

international

developed

sustainability

through

of

be

and

Need of diversification for sustainable
aquaculture development

application of inputs.
Diversification

Diversification

great

importance

market.

The

diversification

in

sustainability,

and

diversification

processes

have

a

fair

social

in

the

component. In short, sustainable development

level

of

can be defined as “To meet the needs of

and

its

present generations without compromising the

facilitating

the

ability of future generations to meet their own

undertaken

by

needs”.

aquaculture
of

and

different players in the aquaculture sector,
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The overall trend of diversifying the

Being home for more than 10% of global fish

number of cultured species and simultaneously

biodiversity, the country ranks second in the

increasing the Production of mainstream

world in total fish production. While marine

species is a tendency in world aquaculture.

sector is almost constituted by capture

Opportunities for diversification and culture of

fisheries, aquaculture has been the principal

new species to exploit new national and

contributor in inland fisheries sector, with a

international markets were also evident from

share of 77%. With the increase in demand for

several reports like first-time reports of

aquacultured foods, there is need for more

species and rapid increase in production of

efficient production systems. Though the

selected species by countries in China 1995,

country is rich in aquatic resources, the index

the production of 37,500 t of mandarin fish,

of biodiversity utilized for aquaculture is of

Sniperca chuafsi, a carnivorous freshwater

the order of 0.13 (~85% from Indian major

perch like fish which is widely distributed in

carps; ~ 5% air-breathing fishes; ~10% rest all

Chinese reservoirs (Rana, 1997).

species together). Hence, for the sustainability

Status of Species Diversification in India

of aquaculture, more species need to be

India is a major maritime state and an

brought into the culture. (Ayyappan et al.,

important aquaculture country in the world.

2010).
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Mariculture

and farming of the pearl oyster Pinctada

Mariculture can greatly supplement marine

fucata in open sea as well as shore-based

fisheries and given the wide spectrum of

systems has been developed, that could be put

cultivable species and technologies available,

to a larger commercial use, with the added

the long coastline and the favourable climate,

advantage of higher growth rates in warmer

mariculture is likely to generate considerable

tropical waters of India as compared to others.

interest amongst the coastal population. One

Possibilities of cultivation of sea cucumber,

of the milestones in the seed production of

Holothuria scabra must be explored, with its
achieved success in breeding. The growth

marine fin fishes was the development of
hatchery technology for commercial seed

H.scabra in the shrimp farms was found to be

production of sea bass (Lates calcarifer).

three times faster because of the rich organic

Protocols for captive broodstock development,

matter present at the bottom of the farm. The

induced maturation, breeding and larval

prospect of developing commercial interest in

rearing have been standardized. Technologies

lobster farming (Panulirus spp. and Thenus

for a couple of another species are presently

orientalis) in India seems bright due mainly to

available in the country and there is an urgent

the substantial increase in price consequent to
the heavy demand from export market. The

need for developing a package of practices for
several more commercially important species

open sea cage culture has been expanding on a

(e.g. grouper, cobia, sea bream and pearl

global

spot).Commercial culture of edible oyster

stakeholders in the industry as the aquaculture

(Crassotrea

mussel

system of the millennium. The Indian coast

(Perna virids), brown mussel (P. indica)

offers several ideal locations for cage farming.

clams (Meritrix meritrix) and blood clam

The potential fishes for cage culture include

(Anadara granosa) in captivity has met with

groupers, snappers, seabass, rabbitfish and

success. Entrepreneurship in mussel culture

cobia. A few modern demonstration farms

with interested markets is growing in coastal

could be set up at suitable sites by entrusting

areas. The first commercial mussel farm in the

the work with developmental agencies of

country was set up at Padanna, Kasaragod,

central/state governments. The traditional

Kerala and every year the number of farm

practice of artisanal cage farming can also be

units

steadily.

improved and expanded by extension and

Technology for the culture of marine pearls

training programmes to the fishermen by

have

madrasensis),

been

green

increasing
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developmental

economic activity in the years to come. The

agencies. The ultimate answer to a long-term

major problems of the sector, viz., lack of

sustainable trade of marine ornamental fishes

disease-free shrimp seed, slumping prices of

is the development of breeding and culture

shrimp in overseas markets and lack of

technologies. About 200 species of brilliantly

diversification are impacting on the growth.

coloured marine ornamentals are recorded in

While efforts are being made to produce

and around the Lakshadweep and Andaman

specific pathogen-free shrimp seed both

and Nicobar Islands. Marine ornamentals such

through selection programmes in the country

as Amphiprion percula and A. ocellaris have

and establishment of a multiplication centre

been

seed

for SPF seed, domestic markets are being

production technology standardized. Success

pursued and diversification protocols for

has also been obtained on the brood stock

Penaeus vannamei, sea bass farming and crab

development,

seed

fattening formulated. Ensuring pathogen-free

production of seven species of ornamental

broodstock being the major challenge, it is

damselfishes. Another significant achievement

necessary that appropriate quarantine and

obtained is the seed production of sea horse.

biosecurity measures are adopted in the

Entrepreneurship response would determine

hatcheries as an immediate measure. In order

the

to overcome the problem of deficiency of

successfully

bred

larval

commercial

and

rearing

projects

their

and

with

assured

necessary institutional finance. These species

broodstock,

will form viable choices for shrimp farmers as

broodstock and domestication can be an

well as alternative crop for ecological balance

alternative for supply of disease-free seed.

of the coastal aquaculture systems. (Ayyappan

Another priority is the introduction of

et al., 2010)

effective genetic improvement programmes
for

Brackishwater aquaculture

species

development

such

shrimp,Penaeus
Brackishwater

aquaculture

presently

is

standardized

Penaeus monodon. However, with increasing

aquaculture could

inland

using

white

selective

seed

production

and

feed

formulation, is making a head way in several

salinization of inland soils, spreading to over
hectares,

Indian

gains in productivity. Seabass culture, with

dependent on a single species, tiger prawn,

million

indicus

the

captive

breeding, as this will result in considerable

synonymous with coastal aquaculture, that too

eight

as

of

coastal states.

saline
Prawn Culture

become an important
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While several prawn species like P. monodon,

which leads to mortality of the cultured

P.

semisulcatus,Metapenaeus

prawns. When disease sets in, the prawns are

dobsoni, M. monoceros and M. affinis could

harvested to reduce havoc. Since 1994 the

be cultured, culturists prefer farming of the

disease problems are recurring every year.

tiger prawn, Penaeus monodon as it fetches

With due care, precautions and proper farm

very high price in the export trade. Hatcheries

management, it is possible to avoid mortalities

have been established at several places along

and get fully grown cultured prawns. Despite

the coast and the seed produced are stocked in

many drawbacks and problems, production

prawn farms. In addition to hatchery produced

from farming has been increasing in recent

seed, seed collected from the estuarine

years and 80,000 tones of cultured prawns are

systems of the rivers like Krishna, Godavari,

harvested annually’ from all Indian coasts

Mahanadi and Hooghly are also used for

with Andhra Pradesh ranking first. Generally

stocking farms. In such operations, after

two crops are obtained from farming in most

taking the seed of P.monodon, post larvae and

of the prawn farms. (Rao, K.S., 2001)

indicus,

P.

juveniles of other prawn species as well as fin

Crab Culture

fishes like milkfish, mullets etc., are discarded
The green crabs Scylla serrata and S.

which is highly destructive and should be

tranquebarica which are another delicacy is

banned through legislation. Prawn culture,

cultured by collecting juveniles from nature

which is highly lucrative, is carried out in

and stocking in coastal farms. The juveniles

small and large farms extending over scores of

can be stocked at a density of 5000/ha. A

acres especially in Andhra Pradesh and high

production rate of 2500 kg/ ha/crop has been

yields are obtained. Often prawn farming is

indicated by CMFRI. For conducting crab

not carried out, as it should be. There are

culture commercially, production of juveniles

many wrong and harmful practices like the use

adopting hatchery techniques is essential as

of poor quality seed, high stocking densities,

dependence on nature for seed will deplete

the use of poor quality or excessive feed,

natural stocks. Hatchery techniques have also

unnecessary use of antibiotics and poor quality

been developed by CMFRI for Portunus

water, due to inadequate aeration, insufficient

pelagicus which is another cultivable crab of

water exchange or contamination by effluents

commercial importance growing to large size.

from adjacent farms. Due to these reasons,

Finfish Culture

there is outbreak of viral or bacterial diseases,
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for

judicious exploitation of the resources culture

practicing culture of the fin fishes, milkfish,

practices have to be carried out. The clam,

Chanos chanos, and mullets Mugil spp.

Meretrix casta which is common along the

collecting the fry and fingerlings, the fishes

coast can be cultured by bottom sowing

are cultured in small traditional farms in West

method using the seed available in nature.

Bengal. During the last two decades interest in

There are large beds of the blood clam,

culture of fin fishes has declined due to the

Anadara granosa in the Kakinada Bay. This

alternative attractive prawn farming. The

species which thrives well in muddy sediment

annual production from coastal finfish culture

has been successfully cultured by CMFRI at

in India is meager and about 200 tonnes. The

Kakinada and trial samples exported to Japan.

success achieved by CMFRI at Mandapam

The blood clam can be cultured in different

Camp in breeding of the grouper, Epinephelus

areas and exported to Japan where there is

tauvina has opened avenues for taking up of

much

further

hatchery

madrasensis which is a delicacy and a

(Argyrops

balanced food could be cultured adopting rack

spinifer), snappers (Lutianus spp.), Sea bass

and ren method in Bahuda estuary in Orissa,

(Lates calcarifer), the Indian tarpon, Megalops

Sundarbans

cyprinoides and marine ornamental fishes

Kalingapatnam,

Galyodon spp., Amphiprion spp., etc. are the

Bheemunipatnam, Kakinada, Machilipatnam

other fin fishes suitable for culture along the

and several other coastal places southwards in

coast. (Rao, K.S., 2001)

Andhra Pradesh. The green mussel, Perna

research

technology.

The

possibilities

to

develop

red

bream

demand.

in

The

oyster

West

Crassostrea

Bengal

and

at

Bhavanapadu,

viridis occurs sporadically along the coast at

Culture of Edible Molluscs

some places like Kakinada, Visakhapatnam
The edible bivalve molluscan resources like

and Chilka Lake. Initially mussel seed could

clams and oysters are distributed in several
places

along

the

three

states

in

be transported from Ennore or Chennai where

the

they are abundant and cultured by pole, rack

northeastern region. The standing stocks have

or raft culture methods depending on the depth

decreased considerably, particularly during the
last

three

decades

due

to

the

of the culture site.

heavy

exploitation. Experimental culture of oysters,

Pearl Culture

clams and mussels at Visakhapatnam and

Success has been achieved for the first time at

Kakinada rave given encouraging results. For

the
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CMFRI in producing cultured pearls in the

Criteria for Species Selection in Aquaculture

Indian pearl oyster, Pinctada fucata grown in

There must be a multidisciplinary approach in

onshore facility. This has indicated that it is

the selection of species and therefore the

possible to provide onshore environmental

species introduced have to be selected under

conditions suitable for the growing of pearl

economic

oysters and pearl culture. A large number of

Preliminary market and economic analyses to

pearl oyster seed have been produced at the

assess

shellfish laboratory and further work is being

evolution), demand, economic analysis to

initiated in nucleus implantation and on shore

assess the demand, commercial value (present

production of pearls making use of the

price, price evolution) and the existing and

technology developed.

potential markets, etc. should precede the

Seaweed Culture

selection of new species. The biological

Several species of seaweeds of economic

limitations concern the rearing of the species:

importance are an important ancillary resource

reproduction, growth, easy culture adaptation,

along the rocky parts of intertidal zone and

endemic

sub tidal waters. The seed resources along the

investigated. Furthermore, with the idea of

coast have been surveyed and experimental

maintaining a good image of aquaculture

culture of the seaweeds Gracillaria verrucosa

products, it is important to bear in mind that

and Viva spp. has proved successful at

new species to be cultured should conserve the

Visakhapatnam. There is good scope for

same characteristics as they have in the wild.

and

prices

biological

(present

species,

etc.

and

limitations.

its

should

possible

be

then

culture of edible and agar and algin yielding

Later, the biological characteristics that

and edible seaweeds along the coast on rope

could have an influence in the culture should

frames set in sheltered shallow waters free

be investigated. Supply of juveniles and/or

from strong wave and current action and

brood stock, speed of growth, size, fecundity,

predatory fishes. The cultured seaweeds grow

viability of the larva culture and mass

fast and can be harvested at the end of three

production of juveniles, efficiency of feed

months. Tissue culture of Gracilaria edulis in

conversion, resistance to disease and stress,

controlled

mortality, age at maturation, etc.

conditions

at

Visakhapatnam

Research Centre laboratory has resulted in

As

for

environmental

or

habitat

growth of explants and development of fresh

characteristics of the potential species to be

shoots.

selected and in order to minimise adverse
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environmental impacts and to protect aquatic

conditions that have already been selected

biological diversity, these should be local

with better diets. The same thing could occur

species, avoiding the temptation to introduce

with the rate of fecundity and survival.

exotic

Species selection

species

(Bartley,

1993,

1998).

Likewise, the species to be selected should be

-

Environmental adaptation

adapted to sites that will potentially be used

-

Native species

for their cultivation, and therefore the oxygen,

-

Market

temperature and habitat depth requirements

With respect to the farming of new fish

should be studied (Lejarcegui, 1997).

species, a series of requirements or premises

Finally, it is appropriate to repeat the
selection
potential

process
species

and/or

evaluation

besides

being

must exist to guarantee the feasibility of the

of

production process, namely:
 Good adaptation to captivity

a

multidisciplinary process in which biological,

 Rapid growth in intensive culture

technical,

 A knowledge of the biological and

economic

criteria

etc.

is

a

continuous process in which it is necessary to

animal husbandry technology

update knowledge on different criteria to be

requirements for developing their culture
 Having a high market price and great

considered. For example at a given moment of
time, a species could be ruled out since it may

commercial demand

have a very low market value which would

Consideration for species diversification

make it commercially unviable however this
Choice of the right species

value could increase the future, thus justifying

When aqua farmers consider diversifying, the

an investment in this species. Another case

foremost considerations are the choice of

could be that of a lack of biological

species (Liao, 1995), which are implied by the

knowledge on reproduction or nutrition for

expansion of the market (Basurco and

example for a given species. Years later, more

Abellán, 1999). Aquafarmers can choose from

information could be available, as knowledge

exotic and native species. Choosing native

can be transferred from one species to another.

species poses little problems. For the exotic

For example, initially, many of the growth

species, aquafarmer must consider the impact

curves come from studies of maritime ecology

to the native environment. Furthermore, the

with populations of wild fish. These curves

aquafarmers must also consider the economic

can vary significantly with fish in culture

feasibility and the acceptability of the chosen
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species to consumers in order to ensure a

bright as there is ever growing demand for

large-scale development of aquaculture.

marine pearls and technology for production
of cultured pearls is available. There should

Conclusion

not be any delay in the expansion and
Diversification of cultured species can be

diversification of coastal aquaculture as

achieved by the introduction of exotic species

coastlands in the region are being utilized for

and the exploitation of new cultured species.

human habitations. Entrepreneurs starting

Critical evaluation of the impact of new

small scale diversified aquaculture have to be

species to the native ecosystem must be

given

required before the introduction of an exotic
species

is

done.

Aquaculture

incentives

and

support

by

the

Government and banking sector by giving

species

required area on lease and monetary help.

diversification offers both biological and

Diversification of coastal aquaculture carried

economic benefits. Aquafarmers have more

out with care could be expected to step up

species for culture and may utilize at optimum

production

their facilities, making sustainable aquaculture

considerably

in

the

new

millennium.
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caused so much loss of animals was the
flood is an overflow of water that

A

restriction to carry large animals to a safer

submerges land which is usually

place. If flood is suspected, then it is

dry. Flooding may occur as an

advisable to untie the animals, so that, the

overflow of water from water bodies, such

animals can swim with the flood water and

as a river or lake, in which the water

the loss of the life can be reduced. The

overtops or breaks levees, resulting in some

following are some issues to be aware of in

of that water escaping its usual boundaries,

the short- and long-term:

or it may occur due to an accumulation of

Drinking Water

rainwater on saturated ground in an area
flood. While the size of a lake or other body

Flood may come with lots of problem for

of water will vary with seasonal changes

livestock specially and pity situation is that

in precipitation and

these

plenty of water remains everywhere but one

changes in size are unlikely to be considered

may not use it for any domestic purpose.

significant unless they flood property or

Flood water having much of unwanted

drown domestic animals. Flood in India

ingredients that may cause harm

during last year caused immediate problems

livestock livelihood if use for drinking. So,

for Livestock owners and led to long-term

during this condition first priority is that

issues in areas where infrastructure has been

cattle must have an adequate supply of fresh

snow

melt,

for

water to survive. Providing fresh water is the

damaged.

first priority. Use water tanks, and ask for
The floods have affected the most densely

help

populated livestock. Approximately 4 out of

fire

immediate concern after water. Getting feed

which was the result of 90% of corps has
or

local

During flood, the nutrition to animals is the

by UN. Shortfall of food to feed livestock

destroyed

and

Feeding

on agriculture for their livelihood as stated

completely

neighbors

departments for immediate water needs.

5 people in the flood-affected areas depend

been

from

to animals is vital, particularly when they

highly

have had to swim to save themselves, and

damaged. One of the main reasons which
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have expended a huge amount of energy

larger context. But there may be problems

doing so. Many of these animals will have

with its quality, palatability and suitability

no reserves left, and pregnant animals in

for the livestock. Ideally any feed change

particular will quickly develop metabolic

needs to be as gradual as possible (often

problems and die if not adequately fed.

difficult in emergency situations). Use

Livestock may refuse to consume forages in

roughage to smooth the transition on to

areas that have been contaminated by waste

energy dense feeds like grains and add

water because of palatability problems. One

protein or urea supplements if your stock are

has to provide livestock with another source

going onto a feed with low nutritive value.

of forage or feed until pastures are cleansed

Health Care and Management

by rains or other sources.
It is important to resume a herd health

Good quality hay is the preferred feed, as

program in consultation with a veterinarian

digestion of roughage generates heat that

to address possible disease concerns after

will help to keep the animals warm,

flood or other strong storm. All livestock are

particularly if they are still standing in water.

required to be observed individually for

Hypothermia (low body temperature) can

injuries. Appropriate treatments are required

develop rapidly in the entire stock of

to be initiated as determined by acceptable

livestock standing in water, even in summer.

animal husbandry practices and with the

Every effort should be made to move stock

guidance of a licensed veterinarian. The lack

to an area that is high and dry.

of electricity caused by a flood can result in a

Moldy or otherwise unsafe feeding to

loss of refrigeration for cattle vaccines stored

livestock should be avoided. Hay and pasture

at home or at working facilities. Most

exposed to the elements or completely

vaccines have a very limited shelf life when

submerged will spoil rapidly if not fed

left unrefrigerated. This means they will not

immediately. Uncovered pasture or hay is

be effective in boosting cattle immunity

most likely a loss unless it can be quickly
rewrapped.

Make

sure

feed

is

when administered. One has to carefully read

not

product labels and discard unused or

contaminated by chemicals as a result of the

unrefrigerated products as mentioned.

storm. Watch cattle closely for signs of
distress and make sure plenty of forage or

Care for Carcass Disposal

other roughage is available to cattle along

If flood-related livestock death losses are

with free-choice quality mineral supplements

experienced, those carcasses should be

and clean water.

disposed of within 24 hours of death. Burial

Many a times, the feeds are donated in a
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is the most often utilized method of disposal

fighting of cattle and other livestock can

of dead animals. There are some best

create herd health and breeding issues,

management

which is required to be taken care.

practices

which

are

recommended when using this method. The
lowest point in the burial pit should be not
more than 6 feet deep in a moderately well
drained to excessively well-drained soil.
Groundwater should not be able to enter the
burial pit. Avoid wetlands, floodplains or
areas along a stream bank. The burial pit
should be at least 100 feet from any well and
surface water. Also, carcasses should be
initially covered with at least 6 inches of
soil and ultimately with at least 30 inches of
soil. Organic waste material should be added
to accelerate the decomposition process.
Incineration is another method of disposal of
a dead animal which can be very energy
intensive. When using this method, the
proper permits and

following of local

regulations are required.
Infrastructure
Downed and damaged Infrastructure is likely
after flooding. The damaged pakka walls can
be temporarely replaced by polywire fencing.
One has to be careful about downed and
damaged power (electric) lines and other
hazards in and around the housing of the
animals. Overcrowding of the animals should
be avoided for extended periods of time.
Perimeter fencing is the first priority.
Portable facilities can be shared with
neighbors

when

available.

Unwanted
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abies

R

is

recognized

one

of

the

disease

oldest

Rabies occurs in most countries of the

affecting

world.

New

Zealand,

Australia,

Fiji,

human and animals. It is one of

Germany, the United Kingdom, Ireland,

the most important zoonotic diseases in

Norway, Sweden, Finland, Iceland, Japan

India. It has been recognized in India since

and Taiwan are all some countries free of

the vedic Period.

rabies. Rabies kills around 55000 people
annually, mostly in Asia and Africa. India

Etiology

has been reported as having the highest rate
Rabies is a highly fatal zoonotic viral

of human rabies in the world, because of

disease affecting the central nervous system.
It

is

caused

by

a

bullets

stray dogs. Rabies is endemic in India. In

shaped

India, about 15 million people are bitten by

Rhapdoviridae virus. It is truly neurotropic

dogs, every year. Since 1985, India has

and cause lesions only in nervous system.

reported an estimated 25,000 to 30,000

Epidemiology

human death from rabies annually. A person

Rabies is primarily a disease of all warm

is bitten every 2 seconds and someone dies

blooded animals, including dogs, cats,

from rabies every ½ an hour. The majority

wolves, foxes, lions, monkeys, cows, horse,

of people who die of rabies are people of

bats and humans. Bats act as a reservoir host

poor or low - income socioeconomic status.

for rabies virus. The numbers of cases

Methods of transmission

involving in monkeys bites has been

The main route of transmission is by bites of

increasing in the last five years in India.

rabid dogs. Transmission may also occur

Based on world Health Organization, 1987

via aerosol route. The virus appears in the

report, dogs were responsible for 91% of all
human

rabies;

cat,%;

other

saliva, corneal fluids, milk of the affected

domestic

animal and human. The virus cannot be

animals, 3%; bats, 2%; foxes, l%; and all

demonstrated in the blood at any time.

other wild animals, fewer than 1% .

Not all the bites from rabid animals results

Incidence

in infection, because the virus is not always
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present in the saliva. The virus may be

water. That is why the name Hydrophobia

present in the saliva 5 days prior to

is given to rabies

symptoms exhibits. The virus may appear in

Treatment & control

the milk of affected animals but spread by
1. Immediately after exposure, thorough

this means is unlikely, because infection

washing of wounds with soap and

through ingestion is not known to occur.

plenty of water for 5 min removes
Pathogenesis

maximum virus particles. Antiseptics

Virus introduced into the body by the bite of

such as tincture iodine or povidone

rabid animal. Initially the introduced virus

iodine or alcohol should be applied

multiplies in the muscle. Then the virus

after washing.

enters the peripheral nervous system. It

2. Treatment after exposure known as

travel along the nerves and reaches spinal

post exposure vaccination. It is

cord and then into central nervous system.

highly successful in preventing the

Once the viruses reach the brain, it

disease if administered promptly. An

multiplies rapidly and cause encephalitis, At

unimmunized person will be given a

this time treatment is useless. Then virus

series of five total injections on Day 0,

reaches the salivary gland through sensory

3,7,14 and 28 of the exposure.

nerves from the central nervous system.

3. The main aim of the vaccination is
prevention of the virus entry in to the

Symptoms

brain. If bites on faces or neck and
The incubation period is from 2 to 12 weeks;

shoulder region, the virus reaches the

sometimes it may be as long as 2 years. If

brain before the vaccine produces

bites on the face or neck and shoulder

immunity.

regions, usually shorter incubation period

So

Immunoglobulin,

than the bites on the extremities.

Human
a

Rabies
readymade

antibodies will be given on Day o. It

The early symptom includes head ache and

will arrest the further movement of

fever. Then the patient show violent

viruses.

movement, fear, uncontrolled excitement

4. The 2004 survey revealed that about

and depression. The production of large

60% of infected peoples restore to

quantities of saliva and tears coupled with an

indigenous treatment. The use of

inability to speak or swallows are typical

Human Rabies Immunoglobulin in

during the later stages of disease. The throat

India is only 2%.

muscle is paralyzed and patient show fear of
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5. John, J (1997). An ethical dilemma in

Management of stray dogs
The bond between man and dog had its

rabies

beginning 12-14 millennia ago as assistant in

Supp.51

the hunt of wild animals. Today, man violates
that bond by allowing dogs to bread
excessively and abandoning them in great
numbers. It creates hazards for the dogs
themselves as well as a considerable health
risk

to

human

society.

India

has

approximately 25 million dogs, with an
estimated dog: man ratio of 1:36. More than
80% of the dogs in India are stray dogs.
Animal Birth Control program is carried out
to control stray dog population in India. In
this program, stray dogs are surgically
sterilized, released back into the area from
where they were picked up.
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constantly

Trees are important to people especially

exploding

through focusing personal, local, community

problems of atmospheric pollution

and cultural meanings. Interaction with trees

and massive population explosion, resulting

provides phychological, physical and social

in a disastrous effect on our life style, health

benefits for human beings, ranging from

and psyche. India’s population would be the

stress reduction, an aid in healing process

largest around 1.5 million by 2030, the

and better growth in children to moderating

largest in the world with 40 % in urban area

air pollution and reducing urban heat. Thus,

that would further increase to 60% by

the application of the green tree technology

2050.The awareness of urban problems and

with proper selection of trees can spell magic

need

to

U

rban

life

has

deteriorating

of

maintaining

been
with

biodiversity

and

the

urban

surroundings

enhancing

ecological balance, have given thrust to

aesthetic beauty besides, improving and

urban-periurban horticulture (UPH) wherein

conserving environment.

green scaping with vital beautiful tree

The Green Tree Technology

species can play a vital role. Trees with their
The benefits and uses of trees range from

seasonal changes and their size, shape, and

subtle psychological and aesthetic effects to

color, are most prominent elements of nature

amelioration of urban climate and mitigation

that sequester carbon and improve air

of air pollution. The strategy of systematic

quality. In broad sense, the main benefits of

and thematic tree plantation with post

urban trees relate to health, aesthetic and

plantation care can offer ‘A Live Green

recreational benefits in industrialized cities.

Technology’, with a potential of becoming a

Recreational woodland created with urban

key part of the urban infrastructure. An

greenscaping with trees, also reduces wind

orderly and well maintained planting scheme

speed and traffic noise as well as improves

of both trees and accessory vegetation

the landscape in a nearby residential area.

produces highest visual quality ratings for
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urban streets, shopping area, parking area as

phenomenon, creation of social wellbeing

well as for city squares (Kathleen, 2006).

and spatial awareness and restores calmness

Trees are an essential feature of landscape

in mental behavior (Richard, 2005). Parks,

garden, for road side planting, public parks,

garden spaces, street trees and landscaped

along railway lines, in school and colleges,

traffic islands provide more than a pretty

government building and banks, historical

panorama, effectively reducing the stress of

and religious places and private home

our daily lives by invoking a feeling of

compounds in urban vicinity. The benefits of

tranquillity (Jennifer, 2006). Interaction with

green scaping with trees around educational

trees and natural spaces offers a variety of

buildings gardening inculcate many values in

psychological as well as social benefits for

the growing children including improving

humans, besides environmental moderation

creative ability, developing quest for natural

as discussed in this article.

Trees are the Earth’s endless effort To speak to the listening Heaven !!!
-Rabindranath Tagore
groups, avenues and isolated trees can
Trees and Urban Pollution Control
Greenscaping with trees can play a major

equally improve environmental conditions in

role in improving urban environmental

urban areas. Besides, it also helps in soilmoisture

conditions. Tree plantation even in smaller
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prevent
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creating

nitrogen dioxide, 93 tons of sulfur dioxide,

microclimate and removal of noise and dust

and

pollution. It also provide habitat for birds

(Barton,2009). A large-scale study in the

and

of

West Midland region of England estimated

vegetation show erosive rate of around 500

the overall removal rates of air pollutants by

tons/m2/year. A green belt planting of

the urban forest (Stewart et al. 2001) and

around

airborne

suggested tree planting at all available land

particulate matter by as much as 75 per cent.

could achieve a reduction of up to 25% of

A woodland in Nottingham was estimated to

small airborne particles.

reduce concentrations of sulfur dioxide and

Further, trees contribute in glare reduction

nitrogen oxides in the air by 4–5% (Freer-

on road sides as they help control light

Smith and Broadmeadow 1996). Trees

scattering, light intensity, and modifies

contribute in noise abatement. 7db noise

predominant wavelengths on a site (Coder,

reduction per 100 feet of forest can be

1996). Thus, trees block and reflect sunlight

obtained due to trees by reflecting and

and artificial lights to minimize eye strain

absorbing sound energy. Further, trees

for safety and visibility.

provide “white noise”, the noise of the

All trees purify air and can be rightly termed

leaves and branches in the wind and

as ‘oxygen banks’ for human beings.

associated natural sounds, that masks other

However, with high level of pollutants in air

man-caused sounds. Dust filtering capacity

even the growth of plants becomes stunted

of trees is also very important. Evergreen

and becomes difficult for survival. Some tree

tree species, and in particular conifers, filter

species are highly tolerant to air pollution.

more dust than deciduous species, but

Such trees can function as biological filters.

conifers are also more sensitive to damage

They filter contaminants from air and

caused by air pollutants (Beckett et al.

cleanse the atmosphere. The environmental

1998).An acre of green area reduces 12-27

benefits of trees have been described (Singh

tones of dust, 1.5 tons of CO2 and releases

and Dhaduk 2008, Barton 2009, Freer-Smith

2.5 tons of O2. One fully developed large

and Broadmeadow 1996). Some of the tree

tree in

species like Albizzia lebbeck, Alstonia

animals.

183

A

m

landform

can

a landscape

microclimate

and

devoid

reduce

can change the

brings

down

the

17

scholaris,

tons

Butea

of

carbon

monoxide

monosperma,

Ficus

temperature by 2 to 5oC (Booth, 1985). A

benjamina, Madhuca indica, Pongamia

study in Chicago determined that the city’s

glabra, Lagerstroemia flos-reginae, Ficus

trees

particulate

religiosa, Peltophorum pterocarpum, and

pollution and cleansed the air of 98 tons of

Terminalia arjuna can be planted in

filtered

234

tons

of
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industrial areas since they are tolerant to dust

revealed, significantly lower air temperature

and smoke. As per a study at Navsari,

inside parks as well as in a transition zone

Thevetia peruviana has been found to be

outside the parks as compared to the

highly resistant to environmental pollution

surrounding built areas. Trees are the most

(Patel et al 2012). For noise reduction

effective vegetation element for reducing

Mangifera

indica,

Butea

overheating in urban areas. Temperature

Madhuca

indica,

Terminalia

monosperma,
arjuna,

reduction by trees is mainly caused by two

Alstonia scholaris and Azadirachta indica

factors:

direct

shading

and

evapo-

are very suitable.

transpirational cooling (Oke 1989). An
increase of tree canopy cover by 10%

Trees and Urban Heat

reduced surface temperatures on average by
Tree also plays major role in temperature

1.4 °C. On a hot summer day, for instance, a

regulation in urban life. In urban areas,

significant decrease of air temperatures by

where vegetation is limited, buildings and

more than 2 °C could be observed during

paved surfaces absorb energy from the sun,

daytime under trees on a car park as

causing the surface temperature of urban

compared with sun exposed sites in front of

structures to become 1–3°C higher than the
ambient

air temperatures. Further, the

overall

ambient

air

temperature

south facing walls (Brahe 1974). It is
important that planting schemes with trees

also

should be such so as to reduce overheating

increases, resulting in “urban heat island"

but maintain good ventilation for better

that raise air temperature in a city by 1.1–

cooling effect. Evergreen trees with dense

4.5°C. Vegetated areas specially with trees

foliage provide shade through out the year in

also provide relief from the ‘heat island

landscape. Summer season is very hot and

effect’ (Taha et al, 1992). Air under a tree’s

these trees serve as cool and shady resting

canopy can be as much as 5-100F cooler

place during hot sunny days in summer.

compared to barren location (Kaltheen,

Example of such trees are Albizzia lebbeck,

1998). The average temperature of concrete

Alstonia scholaris, Azadirechta indica, Ficus

urban area devoid of green belt is higher

spp, Peltophorum pterocarpus, Eugenia

compared to a thickly vegetated area. For eg,
microclimate

of

Navsari

operculata,

Agricultural

Mangiferaindica,

University campus Vs Navsari city, where

Grevillea

The results from extensive studies in
Sweden

(Eliasson

Samanea

jambolana,
saman,

Mimusops elengi, Polyalthia longifolia,

the former is cooler.

Goteborg,

Eugenia

robusta,

Thespesia

populnea,

Pongamia glabra. Bauhinia purpurea, Ixora

2000),

parviflora, Calophyllum inophyllum, Parkia
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roxburghii, Kigellia pinnata, Saraca indica,

opportunity to recover from daily stress,

Sterculia alata, Pterospermum acerifolium,

revive memories and regain confidence.

Grewia columnaris, Tamarindus indica,

An important positive effect of

Filicium decipiens, Putranjiva roxburghii,

natural scenery comprising of trees is its

Santalum album, Swietenia mahagoni, etc.

stress reducing effect, according to original
studies conducted in the United States

Trees and health benefits

(Ulrich
Trees and people are psychologically linked

Just

visually

tension, blood pressure and electrical brain

flowers stimulate creativity and has soothing

activity, can be demonstrated within some

effect on mind and soul. People feel more

minutes of exposure to a green environment

comfortable and at ease when in shaded,

(Ulrich et al. 1991). Studies have indicated

open areas of trees as compared to areas of

that exposure of green spaces reduce

hardscapes and non-living things. People’s

instances of aggression and violence (James,

preferences for locating areas of social

2001). Flowers are known to have emotional

interactions in calming, beautiful, and

stress busting effect in humans.Moreover,

nature-dominated areas revolve around the

viewing or visiting natural environments

localities with good tree plantation (Davey

(compared to built urban environments

Resource group, 1993). It is this beneficial

without natural elements) after stressful or

effect of trees that has been utilized for
recreational

1991).

Stress relief, as measured through muscle

history. Pleasant view of greenery and

of

al.

experiencing a natural setting reduces stress.

by culture, socialization, and co-adaptive

creation

et

mentally

opportunities.

greater

Scientists assert that green spaces increase

fatigued

situations,

physiological

changes

produces
toward

relaxation and faster recovery of attention-

our ability to concentrate, both on the tasks

demanding cognitive performances (Parsons

at hand and on our subconsciously-viewed

et al. 1998). Research has shown that even

surroundings. Studies have shown that

quite ordinary urban green areas have a

stressed individuals feel better after exposure

stress-reducing influence in everyday life. In

to natural scenes having huge tree plantation

Sweden, Grahn and Stigsdotter (2003)

and flowers. Woodland can provide an

demonstrated that the more often one visits

experience of nature in the middle of urban

green areas the less often one reports

life. In particular, old woodland with big

sickness from stress.

trees may provide urban people with the
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Cities with high numbers of parks (trees are

medicines e. g. Azadirachta indica, Ginko

the main components) battle obesity and

biloba, Moringa, Madhuka indica, Murraya

diabetes well. Even relatively passive contact

koeingi, Kadam, Terminalia arjuna etc.

with nature such as viewing it from a

Dutch

window—lowers blood pressure and anxiety

relationship between the amount of green

levels (Kaltheen, 1998, 2006).Trees also

space in the living environment and self-

provide valuable shading from the sun. An

reported health is positive, even after

individual tree can provide a Sun Protection

controlling for relevant socio-demographic

Factor (SPF) of 6 to 10, which means a level

and socio-economic characteristics (de Vries

of exposure to ultraviolet radiation of one

et al. 2003).

sixth to one-tenth of full sun (NUFU 1999).

research

has

shown

that

the

Road side avenues offer a desired destination

Trees- Add Aesthetic Touch to the urban
life

that prompts people to walk there and

Trees in urban locality contribute to an

motivate people to explore once there.Flower

attractive

and garden views provides more rapid

communicate the image of a positive, nature-

healing according to some studies in

oriented city. Indirectly, urban trees and

hospital.

forests can promote tourism and enhance

Some

trees

provides

herbal
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Visual

aesthetic value to it as well as affix real

characteristics like size, canopy form, flower

estate value of about 30% (Booth 1985).

colour and texture affect the overall aesthetic

An appropriate choice of the flowering

quality that is displayed with tree plantation

tree species and different flower colour

scheme. Habitat surveys and floristic and

combinations would ensure pleasing colours

faunistic studies have shown the importance

all around in our garden avenues and urban

of tree cover in urban land uses such as

life. Flowers of trees are very rich in colours

residential areas for biodiversity. A single

one can have all different kind of colour

old tree in parks can be an important habitat

combination from the available tree species

for birds, bats and invertebrates. Tree crowns

throughout year like Orange-Red- Delonix

can

and

regia, Butea monosperma, Bombax ceiba,

intensively

Spathodea campanulata, Saraca indica,

provide

invertebrates

habitat
in

for

birds

otherwise

managed and used gardens. Density of tree

Cordia sebestena, etc., Pink- Cassia

cover, overall extent of stands of trees and

renigera, Gliricidia maculata, Tabebuia

age of trees are especially important factors

avalandi,

influencing

etc.,Yellow-

biodiversity.

Tree

pricing

T.rosea, Couroupita guianensis,
Peltophorum

assumes that the tree value is based on

Cassia

several factors such as size, expected age,

Cochlospermum gossypium,

aesthetic value, location, form and other

Jacaranda

special features, that ultimately affects the

macranthus, Milletia ovalifolia,

etc. and

value of the surrounding buildings or

white-

Plumeria

residential plots. Well planned landscape

alba, Nyctanthes arbor-tristis, Mimusops

around

elengi, Alstonia scholaris, etc.

building

or

residence

adjoins

Cassia renigera

fistula,

pterocarpum,

Tecoma

mimosaefolia,

Millingtonia

hortensis,

Delonix regia
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Trees and Economic Stability

led to an average 6% decrease in the market

Trees provide a business generating, and a

price of the dwelling. Furthermore, dwellings

positive real estate transaction appearance

with a view onto woody greenery were on

and atmosphere in the Urban vicinity.

average 5% more expensive than dwellings

Increased property values, increased tax

with otherwise similar characteristics.

revenues, increased income levels, faster real

Trees and Growth of Children

estate

shorter

Contact with trees, in particular for children,

unoccupied periods, increased recruitment of

can help people learn about nature and

buyers, increased jobs, increased worker

natural processes in an otherwise artificial

productivity,

of

environment. Richard Louv (2009) in his

customers have all been linked to tree and

book, ‘Last Child in the Woods’ has truly

landscape presence (Davey resource Group,

reviewed the benefits, that plants offer to the

1993). Tree amenity values are a part of real

growing child. Views of trees from the home

estate prices. At the local level trees

improves self-discipline among inner city

contribute to the quality of housing and

girls,

working environments and their benefits are

inhibition of impulsive behavior, and delay

sales

turnover

rates,

and increased

number

reflected in property values. A study by

including enhanced concentration,

of gratification. There is clear difference in

McPherson and Simpson (2002) analyzed the

the mindset, behavior and physique of a child

benefit–cost ratios of street and park trees in

playing in a green surroundings and the one

two cities, Modesto and Santa Monica in

who is stuck on TV or computer screen for

California, United States. The approach

hours, where the former is energetic, quiet

considered functions such as energy savings,

and physically slim and fit while the other is

air quality improvement, storm-water runoff

impulsive, lazy and heavier in weight. After

reduction and atmospheric CO2 reductions

creative play in verdant settings, children

and aesthetic benefits. The estimated benefits

overall demonstrate increased ability to

of trees were 1.85 to 1.52 times higher than

concentrate, complete tasks and follow

the actual costs. The aesthetic and other

directions.

benefits accounted for a large part, 50–80%

encourage kids for creative ideas like

of total benefits, while pruning accounted for

drawing, painting or playing music. Kids

half of the maintenance costs. In Finland,

acquire the sense of responsibility and

Tyrvainen

(2000)

develop managerial skill by playing and

demonstrated that a one kilometer increase in

taking care of his/her own garden along with

the distance to the nearest urban forest area

acquiring knowledge of plant identification,

and

Miettinen
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growth habit, uses and handing of fresh

early stages of life that is reflected in his/her

produce. Gardening inculcates the bonding

character building in later life.

between the nature and children during the

2. Beckett KP, Freer-Smith PH, Taylor

Conclusion
It is apparent from above that trees, the vital

G (1998) Urban woodlands: their role

element of UPH can meet the major

in reducing the effects of particulate

requirement of healthier, cooler, happy and

pollution. Environ Pollut 99:347–360

eco-friendly urban life. Trees are a rich

3. Brahe

P

(1974)

source of taxa furnishing sky line to

KlimatischeAuswirkungen

landscape,

Gehölzen auf unbebaute Stadtplätze

back

ground

to

magnifying

architecture, screens for privacy and a mode

(Climatic

to add aesthetic touch, change and colour in

vegetation on non-built city squares).

urban

Gartenamt 23(2):61–70, (in German)

life

with

cleaner

and

healthier

environment. Thus, strategic eco-friendly

impacts

of

von

woody

4. Booth, N (1985). Basic Elements of

plantation of these beautiful trees has the

Landscape

potential to play magic on this mechanized

Science Publishing Co., New York

earth transforming it into a beautiful colorful

Architecture,

5. Coder Rim

D (1996)

Elsevier

Identified

aspiring green-scape, a real boon for urban
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life!
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etail is the sale of goods and

billion by the year 2015. The business in the

services from individuals or

organized retail sector of India, is to grow

enterprises

end-user.

most and faster at the rate of 15-20% every

Retailers are part of an integrated system

year, and can reach the level of $100 billion

called the supply chain. The Retail Industry

by the year 2015. Here, it is noteworthy that

is the sector of economy which consists of

the retail sector of India contributes about

individuals, stores, commercial complexes,

15% to the national GDP, and employs a

agencies, companies and organizations, etc.

massive workforce of it, after the agriculture

A

bulk

sector. India's growing economy with a rate

from manufacturers directly or through a

of approximately 8% per year, makes its

wholesale, and then sells smaller quantities to

retail sector highly fertile and profitable to the

the consumer for a profit. Retailing can be

foreign investors of all sectors of commerce

done in either fixed locations like stores or

and economy, of all over the world.

markets, door-to-door or by delivery. In

(www.global.jurix.com)

recent

Organisation of India’s Retail Sector

R

retailer

times

to

purchases

India

the

goods

is

in

witnessing

the

development of e-retailing using online
Retail Sector can basically be classified in to

websites, electronic payment etc., involved in

two segments

the business of selling or merchandizing

1. Organised- Organised retailing is the trade

diverse finished products or goods to the end-

carried out by licensed retailers, that is, those

user consumers directly and indirectly.

who are registered for sales tax, income tax,

The Retail sector of India is vast, and has

etc. These include the corporate-backed

huge potential for growth and development,

hypermarkets and retail chains, and also the

as the majority of its constituents are un-

privately owned large retail businesses.

organized. The retail sector of India handles

2. Unorganised -Unorganised retailing, on

about $250 billion every year, and is expected

the other hand, refers to the traditional

by veteran economists to reach to $660

systems of low-cost retailing, for example,

103
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the local kirana shops, general stores,

i.e., when firms perform value-adding

paan/beedi shops, convenience stores, hand

activities stage by stage in a vertical

cart and pavement vendors, etc. The Indian

fashion in a host country.

retail sector is highly fragmented with 95 per
cent of its business being run by kirana stores.

Procedure for receiving Foreign Direct
Investment

What is FDI?

An Indian company may receive Foreign
Direct Investment under the two routes as

Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) is a direct

given under:

investment into production or business in a

i. Automatic Route

country by an individual or company of

FDI is allowed under the automatic route

another country, either by buying a company

without

in the target country or by expanding

ii. Government Route

overseas operations and intra company

generally encompasses

investment

the

transfer of

the

Government of India from time to time.

new facilities, reinvesting profits earned from

direct

of

consolidated FDI Policy, issued by the

includes "mergers and acquisitions, building

foreign

either

all activities/sectors as specified in the

country. Broadly, foreign direct investment

The

approval

Government or the Reserve Bank of India in

operations of an existing business in that

loans".

prior

FDI in activities not covered under the
automatic route requires prior approval of the
Government which are considered by the

technology and expertise, and participation in

Foreign Investment Promotion Board (FIPB),

the joint venture and management.

Department of Economic Affairs, and
Types of Foreign Direct Investment

Ministry of Finance. The Indian company

1. Horizontal FDI: It arises when a firm

having received FDI either under the

duplicates its home country-based

Automatic route or the Government route is

activities at the same value chain stage

required to comply with provisions of the

in a host country through FDI.

FDI policy including reporting the FDI to the

2. Platform

FDI:

Foreign

Reserve Bank

Direct

Investment from a source country into

Advantages of Foreign Direct Investment

a destination country for the purpose of
Integration into global economy

exporting to a third country.

Developing countries, which invite FDI, can

3. Vertical FDI: It takes place when a

gain access to a wider global and better

firm through FDI moves upstream or

platform in the world economy.

downstream in different value chains

Economic growth
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A significant inflow of FDI in various

Employees of the country which is open to

industrial units in India has boosted the

FDI get acquaint with globally valued skills.

economic life of country.

Employment

Trade

FDI has

Foreign Direct Investments have opened a

employment opportunities by aiding the

wide spectrum of opportunities in the trading

setting up of industrial units in various

of goods and services in India both in terms

corners of India.

of import and export production. Products of

also

ensured

a

number

of

Present Scenario of FDI in India

superior quality are manufactured by various
The union government has sanctioned 51%

industries in India due to greater amount of

foreign direct investment in multi-brand like

FDI inflows in the country.
Technology

diffusion

and

Wal-Mart, Carrefour, and Tesco. This will

knowledge

make foreign goods and items of daily

transfer

consumption available locally, at a lower

FDI apparently helps in the outsourcing of

price, to Indian consumers. The new policy

knowledge from India especially in the

will allow multi-brand foreign retailers to set

Information Technology sector. Developing

up shop only in cities with a population of

countries by inviting FDI can introduce
world-class

technology

and

more than 10 lakhs as per the 2011 census.

technical

There are 53 such cities at present. This

expertise and processes to their existing

means that big retailers can move beyond the

working process. For example, the civilian

metropolises to smaller cities. The final

nuclear deal led to transfer of nuclear energy

decision will however lies with the state

know-how between the USA and India.

governments. Foreign retailers will require a

Increased competition

minimum investment US $100 million of

FDI increases the level of competition in the

which at least 50% of total FDI should be

host country. Other companies will also have

invested in back-end infra-structure which

to improve on their processes and services in

would include capital expenditure on the

order to stay in the market. FDI enhanced the

entire spectrum of related activities including

quality of products, services and regulates a

cold chain infrastructure, food processing,

particular sector. Linkages and spillover to

refrigerated transportation, logistics. Big

domestic firms- Various foreign firms are

retailers will need to source atleast 30% of

now occupying a position in the Indian
market

through

Joint

Ventures

manufactured or processed products from

and

Indian small industries. (http://cci.gov.in/)

collaboration concerns.
Human Resources Development
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Potential Impact of FDI in Multi Brand

The foreign retailers may not necessarily

Retail

obtain their supplies from the local farmers,

Allowing FDI in multi-brand retail will lead

producers, and domestic manufacturers.

to the growth in number and sales for India’s

Small farmers may face serious problems

modern retail outlets and these stores will

such as rejection of supplies because of non-

compete both with organized domestic

compliance

retailers and with the unorganized sector,

difficulties in disposing rejected quantities,

including kiranas and hawkers. Retail giants’

inconvenient

with

quality

delivery

standards,

schedules,

and

unwillingness on the part of the big retailers

entry into the Indian retail market is likely to
the

to extend production and consumption loans

unorganized retail sector out of business and

to farmers. In such cases, the farmers and

likely lead to increased market consolidation

domestic manufacturers will lose their

in the formal sector. FDI in multi-brand retail

markets. Moreover, introduction of FDI in

will cause mass displacement and loss of

multi-brand retail will indirectly lead to

retail jobs on the onslaught of big retailers

increase

such

developed

companies which enter into India would like

countries, 51 percent of the India’s total

to open up their malls and stores and hence

workforce is self-employed in retail trade due

will look for places in the heart of the cities.

to very little entry barriers. Given the lack of

There shall be competition for space initiated

alternative

opportunities

among such companies. It will result in

available, it is doubtful that the displaced

increase in the cost of real estate in the cities

unemployed will get employment in the

that will eventually affect the interest of the

agriculture or manufacturing sector. Supply

ordinary people who desire to own their

chain

wholesalers,

houses within the limit of the cities. On the

supplier companies, processors and other

other hand, According to the World Bank,

middlemen, will feel immediate effects of the

opening the retail sector to FDI would be

entry of multinational retailers. Although the

beneficial for India in terms of price and

entry may lower the cost of goods in the short

availability of products. While FDI in multi-

run, it will lead to rapid mass dislocation of

brand retail has been opposed by several in

workers involved in the supply chain. The

the past citing fears of loss of employment,

Indian government must be prepared to

adverse impact on traditional retail and rise in

address the coming unemployment of these

imports from cheaper sources like China,

workers if FDI restrictions are relaxed.

supporters of the same indicate increased

put

many of

as

those

Walmart.

involved

Unlike

employment

intermediaries,

like

in

in

real

estate

cost.

Foreign

transfer of technology, enhanced supply
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chain efficiencies and increased employment
opportunities, encourage healthy competition
and control of inflation as the potential
benefits.
Conclusion
Market liberalization, a growing middleclass, and increasingly assertive consumers
are the reason behind retail transformation
that will bring more Indian and multinational
players on the scene. India is considered as
the second largest retail market after China,
and the total size of the Indian retail industry
is expected to touch the $300 billion mark in
the next five years from the current $200
billion. But the recent debate has centred on
the issue of whether FDI in retail in India will
be a “boon or a bane”. The introduction of
FDI in multi-brand retail will have its share
of positive and negative impacts. But the
government of India must be cautious about
the apprehensions raised by the critics and
adequate precautions must be taken so that
the positive effects may outweigh the
negative ones and the traditional retailers coexist even after big foreign retailers enter the
market.
References
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Abstract
(There are many metabolomics approaches used in a recent year, which are
parallel with functional genomics, transcriptomics and proteomics studies. The different
techniques are available for investigation of metabolites which may be useful for plant
science and for a human health care purpose. At present, metabolomics studies are carried
out in area such like plant biotechnology, crop breeding, toxicology and pharmacology. In
addition, metabolomics studies are also applied to investigate several human diseases, to
improve their diagnosis, prevention and to design better therapeutic strategies. In this
review, we are describe the use and application of metabolomics in plant research and
human disease to improve human health.)

I

ntroduction to metabolomics and
systems biology

with

systems

biology

Metabolomics is a newly emerging

picture of living organisms.

and

functional

genomics which give a more complete

field of "omics" research mainly dealing

Metabolites are the intermediates products

with the broad characterization of the small

of metabolism. Within the context of

molecule metabolites in biological systems.

metabolomics, a metabolite is usually

It is also a qualitative and quantitative study

defined as any molecule less than 1 kDa in

of

size. Metabolites

plant

molecules.

Particularly,

performs

different

metabolomics is the "systematic study of the

important functions, like fuel, structure,

unique chemical fingerprints that specific

signaling, stimulatory and inhibitory effects

cellular processes leave behind", the study

on enzymes, catalytic activity of their own,

of their small-molecule called metabolite

defense,

profiles. The mRNA gene expression data

organisms (e.g. pigments and pheromones).

and proteomic analyses of cell do not give

Primary metabolites are key component

complete information while, metabolomics

which involved in growth, development, and

can

the

reproduction of the plant. It also maintaining

metabolomic,

normal physiological processes; so that it

give

quick

physiology of

that

information
cell.

of

transcriptomic and proteomic are combine
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often mention as a central metabolite (e.g.

usually

ethanol, lactic acid, and certain amino

function.

acids). Secondary metabolites are organic

erythromcyin and bacitracin, atropine and

compounds

which

pigments such as resins and terpenes etc).

modification

of

produced
primary

by

the

has

an

(e.g.

important
antibiotics

ecological
such

as

metabolite

Metabolome defined as the complete set of

synthesis. It is not directly involved in

small-molecule metabolites present within a

growth,

biological sample (cell, a cellular organelle,

development

and

reproduction

processes like primary metabolites, but

an organ, a tissue, a tissue extract of plant).

The central dogma of
molecular biology was give
information from gene to
transcript to protein. Enzymes
then affect metabolic pathways
and hence lead to changes in the
phenotype of the organism (Fig.
1A).
However, this traditional
‘linear’ thinking is no longer true
and the cellular processes are
networked with many feedbackloops (Fig. 1B) and thus should
be represented as dynamic
protein complexes interacting
with
neighbourhoods
of
metabolites (Fig. 1C).

The

construction,

and

Metabolomics first developed by Pauling in

are

1970. The term "metabolic profile" was

certainly a big challenge for the life

introduced by Horning, et al. in 1971. In

sciences, as is a full understanding of the

1974, Seeley et al. demonstrated the utility

fluxes through metabolic neighbourhoods

of using NMR to detect metabolites in

and their control.

unmodified

understanding

of

visualisation
these

networks

biological

samples. Then

Metabolomics Society founded in 2004. In

History of metabolomics

2005, the first metabolomics web database
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for

characterizing

metabolites,

Canada, completed the first draft of the

METLIN, was developed in the Siuzdak

human metabolome, consisting of a database

laboratory

Research

of approximately 2500 metabolites, 1200

Institute. On January 23, 2007, the Human

drugs and 3500 food components. As late as

Metabolome Project, led by Dr. David

mid-2010,

Wishart of the University of Alberta,

considered an "emerging field".

at

human

Padhiyar et al

The

Scripps

metabolomics

was

still

Metabolomics Work flow

Tissue sample collection

Sample extraction

Sample separation

Detection

Data analysis
Sample collection and preparation: Collect

then neutralisation with potassium hydroxide

an uniform sample sizes (e.g. hole punches

(KOH); (ii) alkali extraction typically using

in leaves) of plant part. It should be

sodium hydroxide (NaOH), followed by

consistent (similar tissue and time of day).

heating (80°C); and (iii) ethanolic extraction

Quickly freeze sample in liquid nitrogen,

by

store samples at -80°C.

(C2H5OH) at 80°C.

Sample extraction: The next stage of

Separation

analysis is to extract sample. There are many

different separation methods and approaches

different methods and the most common

that

ones are: (i) acid extraction using perchloric

Chromatography

acid (HClO4), followed by freeze thawing,

Electrophoresis (CE), High Performance
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boiling

one

the

sampling

methods: There

could

use.

They

(GC)

in

ethanol

are

are

many

Gas

Capillary
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Liquid

Chromatography

Ultra

altered plants, qualitative trait analysis, and

Chromatography

systems biology. In the plant science,

(UPLC). Gas chromatography, especially

metabolomic research is applied in studies

when interfaced with mass spectrometry

relating to biomass accumulation, stress

(GC-MS), is one of the most widely used

resistance,

and

and influential methods. It is very high

production.

Biomass

chromatographic resolution, but requires

resistance to certain environmental stressors

chemical

derivatization for many bio-

are important in plant science (plants are

molecules only volatile chemicals can be

potential source of energy production such

analysed without derivatization.

as biofuel). In addition, metabolomics

Detection methods: After separation Mass

technologies

spectrometry (MS) is used to identify and to

discovery and identification of markers of

quantify metabolites. Surface-based mass

diseased and stressed plants, breeding

analysis has seen a resurgence in the past,

resistant as well as genetic modifications.

Performance

Liquid

(HPLC),

Padhiyar et al

with new MS technologies focused on
minimizing

background,

can

secondary

be

metabolite

accumulation

utilised

and

for

the

Plants are an extremely rich source

increasing

of nutrients and secondary metabolites

sensitivity and reducing sample preparation.

which are useful in medicinal and nutritional

Data analysis: The data generated in

research. Now a days, there has been

metabolomics

of

increase in the interest for plant-based

measurements performed on subjects under

pharmaceutical compounds. Comparative

various conditions. These measurements

metabolomics in humans may provide for

may be digitized spectra, or a list of

enhanced

metabolite levels. In its simplest form this

individualized treatment for illness and

generates a matrix with rows corresponding

disease.

usually

consist

to subjects and columns corresponding to

plants

sciences,

like

color.

Plant

example of this, as the coloring of a plant
a

large

number

can attract pollinators and also defend

of

against attack by animals. Secondary plant

applications of metabolomics technologies
plant

characteristics

metabolites that color the plant are a best

1. Plant Science

in

and

are useful for defense purposes, and give

Application of metabolomics in Plant
Science and Human health care:

are

power

After all, secondary plant metabolites

metabolite levels.

There

diagnostic

including

metabolites are also used in regulation of

studying

primary metabolic pathways. Secondary

development, phenotyping of genetically

metabolites like plant hormones, which are
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used to regulate the metabolic activity within

treatment. Metabolomics use for treatment

cells

of both chemo-therapy and hormonal agents.

and

development

of

the

plant.

Secondary plant metabolites help the plant

Intermediates

maintain an complex balance with the

metabolism have been found to be potential

environment.

biomarkers

An
Metabolomics was initially proposed as a

toxicology,

treatment

of

glucose, lactate, lipoproteins and amino
acids which may either increase or decrease

regulate complexity present in cell, tissue or

thus providing for a recognizable pattern

organism. Thus, metabolic changes represent

associated with

the most direct reporters of changes in body,

an

organ dysfunction.

Metabolomics provide toxicity assessments

in response to drug therapy or disease
role

application

by analyzing various metabolites such as

natural product discovery. Metabolites are

advantageous

additional

biomarker of hepatic, renal and lung toxicity

drug

discovery, nu-trition, cancer, Diabetes and

The

monitoring

toxic effects of drugs. It can be used as a

applications extend. It is widely used for

process.

phospholipid

metabolomics is in the characterization of

method of functional genomics but now its

mutants,

for

choline

efficacy in a variety of human cancers.

2. Human health care

comparing

of

which can be used for preclinical drug

of

screening and for following a patient

metabolomics in the administration of

clinically to monitor target organ effects.

metabolic and chronic diseases is well
appreciated. Metabolomics gives enough

Conclusion

information that helps in identifying the

Metabolomics is emerging science, it is fast

molecular mechanisms responsible for the

and cost effective process. It is new

metabolic

sound

approach of interest across a multiple

approach for intervening in the process. The

disciplines covering functional genomics,

advantage of metabolic profiling strategy

transcriptom, proteomics, integrative and

over a biomarker approach can be observed

systems biology, pharmaco-genomics, and

in cholesterol. The drugs act at the level of

biomarker invention for defense purposes,

metabolomics is a more direct measure of

disease prognoses, diagnoses and therapy

the action of a drug. Therefore, measuring

monitoring. It has been found to have a great

the biochemical status using metabolomics

potential not only as a diagnostic tool but

helps in knowing the how drugs work, how

also helps in achieving a fully personalized

the

and preventive health care. Genomics and

dysregulation

disease

is

manifest

and

and

a

also

in

identifying responders and non responders to
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proteomics tell what might happens but

7. Griffin J. L. and Vidal P. A. (2008).

metabolomics tell what actually did happen.

Current challenges in metabolomics
for diabetes research: a vital functional
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Gene Silencing by Antisense RNA and RNAi
Rathod Visha M., Manoj V. Parakhia, Rukamsingh Tomar, Jalpa Thakkar, Kothari
Vishal, Kheni Jashmin, Padhiyar Shital, Thummar Vibha and Dalal Hina.
Department of Biotechnology, Junagadh Agricultural University, Junagdh-362001
Abstract
(Gene silencing is a general term describing epigenetic processes of gene regulation. The term
gene silencing is generally used to describe the "switching off" of a gene by a mechanism other than
genetic modification. That is, a gene which would be expressed (turned on) under normal
circumstances is switched off by machinery in the cell. Genes are regulated at either the
transcriptional or post-transcriptional level. Gene silencing can be done by two main methods,
Antisense RNA and RNAi. Antisense RNA is a single-stranded RNA that is complementary to a
messenger RNA (mRNA) strand transcribed within a cell. It is possible for RNA to form duplexes,
similar to DNA, with a second sequence of RNA complementary to the first strand. This second
sequence is called antisense RNA. The formation of double stranded RNA can inhibit gene expression in
many different organisms including plants, flies, worms and fungi. RNA interference is a novel
mechanism for controlling gene expression. In this mechanism, tiny dsRNA molecule called “small
interfering RNA”(siRNA) degrade cellular mRNA that has sequence similarity with them. As a result of
mRNA degration translation of protein will stop. It is also called post-transcriptional gene silencing or
PTGS. It is of great importance for the regulation of gene expression, participates in defense against
viral infection and keeps jumping genes under control. Gene silencing is widely used to study function
of genes and it may lead to novel therapies in the future.)

Key words: Gene silencing, Antisense RNA, RNAi, Post transcriptional gene silencing, siRNA
There is no single molecule where integrity is

The main aim of Gene silencing is to prevent

as vital to the cell as DNA indeed, survival of

unwanted protein synthesis.

the species depend upon the nucleotide

What is Gene silencing?

sequence

breaks,

Gene silencing is a general term describing

damage to the nucleotide base, if not

epigenetic processes of gene regulation. The

corrected,

changes

term gene silencing is generally used to

Mutation. Most mutation are dangerous, since

describe the "switching off" of a gene by a

they used to either block in DNA replication

mechanism other than genetic modification.

or the production of defective protein leads to

That is, a gene which would be expressed

several diseases. In order to prevent such

(turned on) under normal circumstances is

diseases Gene silencing plays a major role.

switched off by machinery in the cell.

intact.

leads

Copying

to

error,

permanent
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either
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the

approach to inhibit gene expression is called

transcriptional or post-transcriptional level.

Antisense technology.

Transcriptional gene silencing is the result of

Antisense RNA plays major role to prevent

histone

an

several diseases. The sequence of nucleotide

environment of heterochromatin around a gene

that contains the information for protein

that makes it inaccessible to transcriptional

synthesis is called the sense sequence. The

machinery (RNA polymerase, transcription

nucleotide chain that is complementary to

factors, etc.).

sense sequence is called antisense sequence.

Post-transcriptional gene silencing is the result

Antisense technology is a form of treatment

modifications,

creating

of mRNA of a particular gene being destroyed
or blocked. The destruction of the mRNA
prevents translation to form an active gene
product (in most cases, a protein). A common
mechanism

of

post-transcriptional

gene

silencing is RNAi.
Both transcriptional and post-transcriptional
gene

silencing

are

used

to

for genetic disorder or infection. When the

regulate

genetic sequence of a particular gene is known

endogenous genes. Mechanisms of gene

to be causative agent of a particular disease, it

silencing also protect the organism's genome

is possible to synthesize a strand of nucleic

from transposons and viruses. Gene silencing

acid (DNA, RNA or chemical analogs) that

thus may be part of an ancient immune system
protecting

from

such

infectious

DNA

elements.

will bind to messenger RNA produced by that
gene and inactivate it, effectively turning that
gene “off”. This synthesized nucleic acid is

Antisense RNA

termed an “antisense” oligonucleotide because

This technique is described by two scientist

its base sequence is complementary to the

Zamecnik & Stephenson in 1978 to block the

gene’s mRNA, which is called the ‘sense’

expression

sequence.

of

a

single

gene.

They

oligonucleotides

Messenger RNA (mRNA) is single-stranded.

complementary to specific regions of viral

Its sequence of nucleotides is called "sense"

mRNA

This

because it results in a gene product (protein).

observation marked the beginning of a new

Normally, its unpaired nucleotides are "read"

demonstrated

inhibited

that

viral

infection.
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by transfer RNA anticodons as the ribosome

proceeds to translate the message.

However, RNA can form duplexes just as

prevented by selective degradation of its

DNA does. All that is needed is a second

encoded mRNA.

strand of RNA whose sequence of bases is

RNA interference (RNAi) is a system within

complementary to the first strand

living cells that helps to control which genes
are active and how active they are. Two types
of small RNA molecules – microRNA
(miRNA) and small interfering RNA (siRNA)
– are central to RNA interference. RNAs are
the direct products of genes, and these small
RNAs can bind to specific other RNAs and
either increase or decrease their activity, for

The second strand is called the antisense

example by preventing a messenger RNA

strand because its sequence of nucleotides is

from producing a protein. RNA interference

the complement of message sense. When

has an important role in defending cells

mRNA forms a duplex with a complementary

against

antisense

transposons

RNA

sequence,

translation

is

parasitic
–

genes
but

–

also

viruses
in

and

directing

blocked. This may occur because

development as well as gene expression in



general. The RNAi pathway is found in many

the ribosome cannot gain access to the

nucleotides in the mRNA or

eukaryotes including animals and is initiated



by the enzyme Dicer, which cleaves long

duplex RNA is quickly degraded by

ribonucleases in the cell .

double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) molecules

RNA interference (RNAi)

into short fragments of ~20 nucleotides. One

RNA interference commonly defined is a
phenomenon leading to post transcriptional
gene silencing (PTGS) after endogenous
roduction or artificial introduction into a cell
of small interfering double strand RNA
(siRNA)with sequence complementary to the
target gene. Where the transcription of the
gene is normal, the translation of the protein is

of the two strands of each fragment, known as
the guide strand, is then incorporated into the
RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC). The
most

well-studied

outcome

is

post-

transcriptional gene silencing, which occurs
when the guide strand base pairs with a
complementary sequence of a messenger RNA
molecule and induces cleavage by Argonaut,
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the catalytic component of the RISC complex.

Figure 3. Mechanism of action of RNAi.

This process is known to spread systemically

Double stranded RNA is introduced into a cell

throughout the organism despite initially

and gets chopped up by the enzyme dicer to

limited molar concentrations of siRNA.

form siRNA. siRNA then binds to the RISC
complex and is unwound. The anitsense RNA
complexed

with

RISC

binds

to

its

corresponding mRNA which is the cleaved by
the enzyme slicer rendering it inactive
cell division. Exploitation of the pathway is
also a promising tool in biotechnology and
medicine.
In 2006, Andrew Fire and Craig C. Mello
shared the Nobel Prize in Physiology or
Medicine for their work on RNA interference
in the nematode worm C. elegans,[1] which
they published in 1998.
In testing the effects of antisense RNA, one
should use sense RNA of the same coding
region as a control. Surprisingly, preparations
of sense RNA often turn out to be as effective
an inhibitor as antisense RNA.
The selective and robust effect of RNAi on
gene expression makes it a valuable research
tool, both in cell culture and in living
organisms

because

synthetic

dsRNAs

introduced into cells can induce suppression of
specific genes of interest. RNAi may also be
used for large-scale screens that systematically
shut down each gene in the cell, which can
help identify the components necessary for a
particular cellular process or an event such as

The ability of dsRNA to suppress the
expression of a gene corresponding to its own
sequence is called RNA interference (RNAi).
It is also called post-transcriptional gene
silencing or PTGS.
The only RNA molecules normally found in
the cytoplasm of a cell are molecules of
single-stranded RNA.

If the

cell

finds

molecules of double-stranded RNA (dsRNA),
it uses an enzyme called Dicer to cut them into
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fragments containing ~21 base pairs (~2 turns

regulation of gene expression by antisense

of a double helix). The two strands of each

RNA. In the last decade, antisense RNA and

fragment then separate releasing the antisense

DNA techniques have been rapidly developed

strand. With the aid of a protein, it binds to a

and widely applied for investigating gene

complementary sense sequence on a molecule

function and regulation, and the modulation of

of mRNA. If the base-pairing is exact, the

gene expression, as well as the validation of

mRNA is destroyed. Because of their action,

new

these fragments of RNA have been named

oligonucliotide therapeutics has been proposed

"small (or short) interfering RNA" (siRNA).

for the treatment of various human diseases

The complex of siRNA and protein is called

such as cancer, genetic disorder, HIV hepatitis

the

B virus infection.

"RNA-induced

silencing

complex"

targets.

The

use

of

antisense

(RISC). siRNAs can also interfere with

Example petunia plants in which genes for

transcription There is growing evidence that

pigmentation are silenced by RNAi. The left

siRNAs can also inhibit the transcription of

plant is wild-type; the right plants contain

genes

transgenes that induce suppression of both



perhaps by binding to complementary

transgene and endogenous gene expression,

sequences on DNA or

giving rise to the unpigmented white areas of

Perhaps by binding to the nascent RNA

the flower.

transcript as it is being formed.

The discovery of RNAi was preceded first by



History

observations of transcriptional inhibition by
antisense

Since the idea of antisense therapy was first
introduced over 20 year ago, In the mid-1970,
Zamecnik and Stephenson first demonstrated
that a synthetic oligonucleotide disrupted
protein synthesis in Rous sarcoma virus 35s
RNA in a cell-free system and also prevented
viral replication in mammalian cells. Very few
scientific papers being published in the field
from late 1970s to the mid 1980s. Their
contributions to establishing antisense therapy

RNA

expressed

in

transgenic

plants,[138] and more directly by reports of
unexpected

outcomes

in

experiments

performed by plant scientists in the U.S. and
The Netherlands in the early 1990s. In an
attempt to alter flower colors in petunias,
researchers introduced additional copies of a
gene encoding chalcone synthase, a key
enzyme for flower pigmentation into petunia
plants of normally pink or violet flower color.
The overexpressed gene was expected to result

were recognized after the discovery of natural
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in darker flowers, but instead produced less

notable because it represented the first

pigmented, fully or partially white flowers,

identification of the causative agent for the

indicating that the activity of chalcone

phenomenon. Fire and Mello were awarded

synthase had been substantially decreased; in

the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in

fact, both the endogenous genes and the

2006 for their work.

transgenes were downregulated in the white

Mechanism of action

flowers. Soon after, a related event termed
Briefly, both RNAi (RNA interference) and

quelling was noted in the fungus Neurospora

antisense RNA induce destruction of mRNA

crassa,[140] although it was not immediately

in the cytoplasm and inhibit or block

recognized as related. Further investigation of

production of protein for a particular function

the phenomenon in plants indicated that the
down

regulation

was

due

to

post-

etc.).

transcriptional inhibition of gene expression

1.

via an increased rate of mRNA degradation.

gene

expression,

but

the

Antisense RNA: Antisense RNA is a

RNA strand which has a mirror image of

This phenomenon was called co-suppression
of

(e.g. inducing fruit ripening, causing cancer

nucleotide bases of a mRNA strand. When an

molecular

artificial gene (DNA) is introduced into a cell,

mechanism remained unknown.

it produces an antisense RNA complementary

After these initial observations in plants, many

to the cell's own mRNA and forms RNA

laboratories around the world searched for the

duplex with the mRNA (see figure below).

occurrence of this phenomenon in other
organisms. Craig C. Mello and Andrew Fire's
1998 Nature paper reported a potent gene
silencing effect after injecting double stranded
RNA into C. elegans. In investigating the
regulation of muscle protein production, they
observed that neither mRNA nor antisense
RNA injections had an effect on protein
production,

but

double-stranded

RNA

successfully silenced the targeted gene. As a

The formation of double stranded RNA

result of this work, they coined the term RNAi.

inhibits gene expression ( = No production of

Fire and Mello's discovery was particularly

functional protein because protein synthesis
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requires single stranded mRNA molecule as a

cleaved, it can no longer be translated into

template).

functional

How does RNAi work?

RNAs (dsRNAs; typically >200 nt) can be

RNAi: But how does the double stranded

used to silence the expression of target genes

RNA cause gene suppression? Since the only

in a variety of organisms and cell types (e.g.,

RNA found in a cell should be single stranded,

worms,

the presence of double stranded RNA signals

introduction, the long dsRNAs enter a cellular

is an abnormality. The cell has a specific

pathway that is commonly referred to as the

enzyme (in Drosophila it is called Dicer) that

RNA interference (RNAi) pathway. First, the

recognizes the double stranded RNA and

dsRNAs get processed into 20-25 nucleotide

chops it up into small fragments between 21-

(nt) small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) by an

25 base pairs in length. These short RNA

RNase III-like enzyme called Dicer (initiation

protein.

fruit

Long

flies,

and

double-stranded

plants).

Upon

step). Then, the siRNAs assemble into
endoribonuclease-containing

complexes

known as RNA-induced silencing complexes
(RISCs), unwinding in the process. The
siRNA strands subsequently guide the RISCs
to complementary RNA molecules, where
they cleave and destroy the cognate RNA
(effecter step). Cleavage of cognate RNA
takes place near the middle of the region
bound by the siRNA strand. In mammalian
fragments (called small interfering RNA, or
siRNA) bind to the RNA-induced silencing
complex (RISC). The RISC is activated when
the siRNA unwinds and the activated complex
binds to the corresponding mRNA using the
antisense RNA. The RISC contains an enzyme
to cleave the bound mRNA (called Slicer in
Drosophila)

and

therefore

cause

gene

cells, introduction of long dsRNA (>30 nt)
initiates

a

potent

antiviral

response,

exemplified by nonspecific inhibition of
protein synthesis and RNA degradation. The
mammalian

antiviral

response

can

be

bypassed, however, by the introduction or
expression of siRNAs.
Application

suppression. Once the mRNA has been
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The suppression of protein synthesis by

inhibits the production of a protein known as

introducing antisense RNA into a cell is very

Bcl-2 in cancer cells. This protein can stop a

useful. A gene encoding the antisense RNA

cell from destroying itself, and is often over

can be introduced fairly easily into organisms

expressed in cancer. As an antisense drug,

by using a plasmid vector or using a gene gun

oblimersen provides a complementary genetic

that shoots microscopic tungsten pellets coated

strand to the messenger RNA that produces

with the gene into the plant cells. Once the

Bcl-2, inactivating it and preventing the

antisense

will

protein from being produced. “It gets rid of

specifically inhibit the synthesis of the target

Bcl-2, and cells that have less Bcl-2 are more

protein by binding to mRNA. This is a quick

sensitive to chemotherapy,” O’Brien says.

way to create a knockout organism to study

2 Antisense therapies for AIDS

RNA

is

introduced,

it

gene function. Using antisense RNA as a tool

Attempts are also being made to

in this way is an exciting prospect for many

prevent HIV infection through antisense

molecular biologists.

therapy. The target cells for HIV infection are

Main two applications of gene silencing

genetically engineered to contain a gene that
can express a complimentary copy of HIV

1 Antisense therapy for cancer:The first “antisense” drug to be tested in
chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) shows
benefit in a phase 3 clinical trial for a specific
subset of patients – those who are still
sensitive to a chemotherapy drug often used to
treat this cancer. CLL, a cancer of the blood
and bone marrow, is the second most common
type of leukemia in adults. More than 15,000
new cases of the disease will be diagnosed this
year, according to American cancer society,
and about 4,500 people will die from the
cancer. Fludarabine is a newer chemotherapy
drug that is now being used as first treatment
for many patients, according to O’Brien.

genome. This gene produces antisense RNA.
When the cells containing antisense RNA are
infected by HIV, it binds to viral RNA
forming a double stranded RNA-RNA hybrid
molecule. This double stranded molecule
cannot be use by the enzyme reverse
transcriptase. Consequently, a DNA copy of
the HIV genome cannot be made an
incorporated into the genome.
3 The Flavr Savr tomato
Antisense RNA methods have also been used
for commercial food production. You may
have heard of the Flavr Savr tomato. This
tomato was developed by Calgene Inc. of
Davis, California in 1991 and was approved

Oblimersen is an experimental agent that
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by the U.S. FDA in 1994. The tomato was the

major class of therapeutic drugs, because of its

first whole food created by biotechnology that

potency

was evaluated by the FDA. One of the

molecular

problems associated with tomato farming is

technology will shortly be within the reach of

that the fruit must be picked while still green

clinicians, and the number of possible

in order to be shipped to market without being

applications, including

crushed. The enzyme that causes softening in

the treatment of acute and chronic pain

tomatoes is polygalacturonase (PG). This

syndromes is rapidly growing. Some clinical

enzyme breaks down pectin as the tomato

trials using RNAi to treat human diseases have

ripens, leading to a softer fruit. Calgene

begun, and biotechnology companies that

suppressed the expression of the gene

focus on RNAi-based therapeutics are already

encoding PG by introducing a gene encoding

publicly traded . We expect to see an RNAi-

the antisense strand of the mRNA. When the

based trial for the treatment of chronic pain in

introduced gene was expressed, the antisense

a near future.

strand bound to the PG mRNA, suppressing

and

selectivity

targets.

This

equally

to

exciting

all
new

Other applications

the translation of the enzyme. The Flavr Savr
tomatoes therefore had low PG levels and
remained firmer when ripe. This meant the
Flavr Savr tomatoes can ripen on the vine and
then be shipped to market. Although the Flavr
Savr tomatoes were approved for sale in the
U.S., production problems and consumer
wariness stopped the production of this fruit in
1997.
4 Therapeutic potential of RNA interference
in pain medicine

Presently (early 2009) clinical trials are
underway for using siRNA molecules in the
treatment of


AIDS (targeting an exonused by the HIV
envelope protein);



hepatitis (targeting four different sequences
in the viral genome);



some cancers (targeting a gene needed for
DNA synthesis), and other ailments



They protect

against

the

danger

of

mutations caused by transposons moving

Chronic pain is a major public health problem,

around in the genome

and there is an unmet demand for new
therapeutics. However, many well-validated

Limitations

molecular targets are not modified by drugs.

1. Problems with Antisense technology

SiRNA has the potential to become the next

2. May recognized as foreign invader
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3. susceptibility to nuclease enzyme

as therapeutic agents. The recent advances in

4. Non target specific

antisense technology have made this approach

5. Side effects (increase blood pressure)

to the treatment of human disease a reality.

Disadvantages with Antisense technology

RNAi helps in gene function establishment

1. Expensive and needed in large doses.

and its regulation.

2. Second generation antisense molecules

References

(synthetic oligonucleotide) have sometimes
aptamers effects and may cause toxic side
effects.
Limitation of RNAi
1. Not every sequence works, most researches
get a success rate of about one in three.
2. Although the effects are generally thought
to be highly sequence specific, some
question marks remains as to whether or
not some of the effects seen are “off
target”.
3. Sometime activation of interferon system
occur in the host organism.
4. It may possible that degradation of closely
related, but non-identical, mRNAs.
Conclusion
Only a few years after discovery of RNAi,
siRNA and miRNA have become invaluable
tool for research in the field of functional
genomics and target validation and in studying
loss of function phenotype, including loss of
pain phenotypes. There have been many
concerns that have limited the enthusiasm for
the development of Antisense oligonucleotide
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field of nanoparticle drug delivery and
he word "Nano" was derived from

T

diagnosis.

the Greek word Dwarf which means
"a billionth" or a billionth of a meter.

I. DRUG DELIVERY

It can be defined as the science and

Over the last few decades, the applications of

engineering involved in the design, synthesis,

nanotechnology in medicine have been

characterization and application of materials

extensively explored in many medical areas,

and devices whose smallest functional

especially in drug delivery. Many advantages

organization ranging between 1-100 nm in at

of nanoparticle-based drug delivery have

least one dimension. Nanoscale materials

been recognized. It improves the solubility of

have unique physicochemical properties

poorly water-soluble drugs, prolongs the half-

including ultra small size, large surface to

life of drug by reducing immunogenicity,

mass ratio, high reactivity and unique

releases drugs at a sustained rate or in an

interactions with biological systems.

environmentally responsive manner and thus

Nanotechnology has the potential to

lowers the frequency of administration,

revolutionize veterinary medicine, animal

delivers drugs in a target manner to minimize

health and other areas of animal production.

systemic side effects, and delivers two or

In the twenty first century, nanotechnology

more drugs simultaneously for combination

may offer a vast number of breakthroughs that

therapy to generate a synergistic effect and

will advance the practice of clinical veterinary

suppress drug resistance. As a result, a few

medicine.

The

creation

of

new

pioneering nanoparticle-based therapeutic

compounds

and

novel

products have been introduced into the

treatment protocols are going to have a huge

pharmaceutical market and numerous ensuing

impact on the health and quality of life in

products are currently under clinical testing or

animals.

are entering the pipeline.

pharmacological

In this review, we discuss the

A

few

types

of

nanoparticles

application of nanotechnology in veterinary

including polymeric nanoparticles, solid lipid

medicine and animal health, especially in the

nanoparticles and dendrimers have been
widely
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drug

delivery
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platforms, of which several products have

and/or to which the active principle is

been introduced into pharmaceutical market.

adsorbed or attached.
Solid lipids are used in the SLNs

a. Polymeric Nanoparticles
Biocompatible and biodegradable polymers

formulations

have been used extensively for controlled

include fatty, partial

drug release.

glycerides

Polymeric nanoparticles

and

possess several unique characteristics for

waxes. Surfactants

drug

are

delivery.

Firstly,

polymeric

used

as

nanoparticles are structurally stable and can

emulsifiers

be

size

stabilize lipid dispersion. The lipids and the

distribution. Secondly, particle properties

surfactants used for the preparation of SLNs

such as size, zeta potential and drug release

are biocompatible and chosen based on FDA

profiles can be precisely tuned by selecting

approval status; hence, these drug delivery

different polymer lengths, surfactants, and

systems typically exhibit very low toxicity.

organic

synthesized

with

solvents

a

the

synthesis.

SLNs are safe because the preparation method

of

polymeric

do not rely on the use of organic solvents.

nanoparticles typically contains functional

SLNs can be prepared using simple, scalable

groups that can be chemically modified with

production methods. SLNs particularly those

either drug moieties or targeting ligands. It

in the range of 120–200 nm are not taken up

has

lectin-conjugated

readily by the cells present in the RES

polymeric nanoparticles bind specifically to

(Reticulo Endothelial System) and thus

carbohydrate receptors on cell walls of H.

bypass liver and spleen filtration. SLNs are

pylori and release antimicrobial agents into

favoured the controlled and targeted release

the bacteria.

of the incorporated drug.

b. Solid Lipid Nanoparticles

stability and bioavailability, better control

Solid Lipid Nanoparticles (SLNs) are made

over

Thirdly,

the

been

during

sharper

to

surface

found

that

release

kinetics

Enhanced drug

of

encapsulated

from solid lipid or lipid blends. It is similar to
an oil–in-water emulsion where the liquid
lipid (oil) of emulsion has been replaced by
solid lipid in SLNs. SLNs are solid colloidal
particles ranging from 50 to 1000 nm in which
the active principles (drug or biologically
active material) are dissolved, entrapped,

compound, the feasibility of incorporating
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both hydrophilic and hydrophobic drugs,

d.Dendrimers

feasible

and

Dendrimers are defined as highly ordered and

sterilization and chemical protection of labile

regularly branched globular macromolecules

incorporated compound are some other

produced by stepwise iterative approaches.

important advantages of SLNs.

The structure of dendrimers consists of three

large

scale

production

The important disadvantages of SLNs

distinct architectural regions: a focal moiety

are poor drug loading capacity, drug

or a core, layers of branched repeat units

expulsion during storage, relatively high

emerging from the core, and functional end

water content of the dispersions (70-99.9%)

groups on the outer layer of repeat units.

and low capacity to load water soluble drugs

Dendrimers possess several unique

due to partitioning effects during the

properties that make them a good nanoparticle

production process.

platform for drug delivery. The highly-

c. Nanostructured Lipid Carriers (NLCs)

branched nature of dendrimers provides

The modifications of SLNs, the so-called

enormous surface area to size ratio and allows

nanostructured lipid carriers (NLCs), have

great

been introduced and it is called second

reactivity

generation of lipid nanoparticles. NLCs were

with

introduced

to

overcome

the

potential

difficulties with SLNs. The goal to develop
NLCs was to increase the drug loading and to
prevent drug expulsion.
The mixing solid lipids with small
amounts of liquid lipids (oils) results in lessordered lipid matrix with many imperfections,
which can accommodate a higher amount of

microorganisms in vivo. In addition, both
hydrophobic and hydrophilic agents can be
loaded into dendrimers.

drug. Because of their properties and
advantages,

NLCs

may find

extensive

II.DIAGNOSTIC TOOLS

application in topical drug delivery, oral and

Nanotechnology can be utilized as faster and

parenteral

more precise diagnostic tools in veterinary

administration
cosmetic

of
and

pharmaceutical
actives.

medicine.

For

nanoparticles
molecular

diagnostic

allow
scale:

applications,

detection
they

help

on

the

identify

abnormalities such as fragments of viruses,
precancerous cells, and disease markers that
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cannot

be

traditional

advantageous are diagnosis and treatment of a

imaging

disease can be performed in a single setting

contrast agents have also been shown to

using combinational strategies of targeting,

improve the sensitivity and specificity of

imaging, and/or therapy.

magnetic resonance imaging.

Carbon Nanomaterials

Quantum dot particles

Carbon nanomaterials, including fullerenes,

Quantum dot particles are tiny crystals which

graphene, carbon nanotubes (CNTs), carbon

are a ten-millionth of an inch in size. These

nanoparticles or carbon dots (Cdots) and

are nano-scale crystalline structures made

nano-diamonds (NDs) are increasingly being

from a variety of different compounds, such

used in biomedical applications owing to

as cadmium selenide. Quantum dots absorb

these

white light and then re-emit it a couple of

functions and physicochemical properties.

nanoseconds later at a specific wavelength.

Fullerenes

These structures offer new capabilities for

composed entirely of

multicolour optical coding in gene expression

carbon in the form of

studies, high throughput screening, and in

a

vivo imaging.

ellipsoid,

diagnostics.

detected

with

Kumar et al

Nanoparticle-based

Today quantum dots are

materials’

unique,

size-dependent

are

hollow

sphere,
or

tube.

considered an important advancement in

Spherical fullerenes are also referred to as

understanding of how genes work. These

buckyballs. Fullerenes belong to the class of

particles will be instrumental in allowing

inorganic nanoparticles and show high

researchers to monitor reactions of cells to

bioavailability due to their small size (~1 nm).

certain drugs or viruses.

Owing to their small size, fullerenes can

III.THERANOSTICS NANOPARTICLS

penetrate various tissues and organelles.

Integration of therapeutic compounds into

Fullerenes may act as drug- and gene-delivery

nanoparticles with diagnostic agents refers to

carriers. Furthermore, because fullerenes are

the theranostic nanoparticles (imaging and

strong anti-oxidants, they have been used as

therapy). The carbon nanomaterials are used

neuroprotective

as

agents.

theranostic

nanoparticles.

The
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Graphene exhibits unique 2-D structure and

delivery and diagnosis. J. Drug Target.,

exceptional physical and chemical properties

15: 163–183.

that lead to many potential applications.

4. Farokhzad,

O.C.

and

Langer,

R.

Graphene with all carbon atoms exposed on

(2006).Nanomedicine:

their surfaces, exhibit ultra-high surface area

smarter

available for efficient drug loading and

modalities. Adv. Drug Deliv. Rev., 58:

bioconjugation. Graphene has widespread

1456–1459

biomedical

and

diagnostic

5. Groneberg, D.A., Giersig, M., Welte, T.

drug/gene delivery, biological sensing and

and Pison, U. (2006). Nanoparticle-based

imaging, to biocompatible scaffold for cell

diagnosis and therapy. Curr. Drug

culture

Targets, 7: 643–648.
more

than,

ranging

therapeutic

from

Currently,

applications,

developing

nanoparticle

6. Heung Yun, H.Y., Pixley,S., Cui, T.,

therapeutics are in clinical use, validating the

Dong, Z., Collins, B., Shanov, V., Ko,

ability of nanoparticles to improve the

S., Pai, D.,, Yarmolenko,S.,

therapeutic index of drugs. In addition to the

Schulz,

already approved nanoparticles, numerous

(2012).Carbon

other nanoparticle platforms are currently

Therapeutics to Regenerative Medicine,

under various stages of preclinical and

J. Nanomedic. Biotherapeu. Discover., 2:

clinical

2-8.

development.

research

and

20

With

continued

development

efforts,

M.J.,

and

Mark J.
Sankar.,J.

Nanomaterials:

From

7. Mehnert, W. and Mader, K. (2001). Solid

nanotechnology is expected to have a

lipid

nanoparticles:

Production,

tremendous impact on medicine for decades

characterization and applications. Adv.

to come.

Drug Deliv. Rev., 47(2-3):165-196.
8. Muller, R. H., Radtke, M. and Wissing,
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